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Los Comanches
PIECES OF AN HISTORIC, FOLKLORIC DETECTIVE STORY, PART 1

Thomas W. Kavanagh

T

he New Mexican folk drama Los Comanches memorializes an historic confrontation between the Comanches and the New Mexican

Spaniards. Or does it? Ever since the text was published in 19°7, researchers
have dated the folk drama Los Comanches to the eighteenth century. However, scholars have also acknowledged that the history associated with the
play is "somewhat confused.:'J This essay is an attempt to untangle some of
that confusion.
The plot of Los Comanches is, as one commentator has described it,
"quite simple."z A force led by Carlos Fernandez faces a Comanche force
led by Cuerno Verde (Green Horn). The action takes place in an open
space between the Comanches' camp and the Spaniards' "castle." Mter some
initial exchanges and attempts at trading, two young children, called "Pecas"
in the play, are taken captive.) The various players advance and boast of
their prowess. In the climax, a battle breaks out in which the Spaniards are
victorious, and the play ends with the fall of the Comanche chief, the recovery of the Pecas, and the sacking of the Comanche village. Implicit in
the drama is that peace was the result of the Comanche chief's demise.

Thomas W. Kavanagh is currently at the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Seton
Hall University. He has published extensively on Comanche culture and history. His latest
book, Comanche Ethnography, 1933: The Field Notes of Gustav G. Carlson, E. Adamson

Hoebel, and Waldo R. Wedel, is currently in press at the University of Nebraska Press.
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Some of the confusion associated with Los Comanches was inevitable.
For more than three-quarters of the eighteenth century, relations between
New Mexico and the NtimtintHi (the Comanches' own name for themselves)
were stormy at best and often violent. Toward the end of that century, the two
sides arranged a mutually satisfactory peace through a series of military and
diplomatic actions. This peace lasted well into the nineteenth century. Although the official reports of those events were put away in archives or otherwise forgotten, the events themselves were so important to Nuevomexicanos
that they were remembered in a variety of oral forms, stories, and poetic
verses. Even if people did not remember the specific details, they knew the
general outline of the events: someone, somewhere, at some time in the
past, fought with the Comanches; at some later time, someone, somewhere,
made peace with them. If pressed for specific details, Nuevomexicanos filled
in with whatever details were at hand, describing battles in heroic and epic
terms, explaining hostilities as the result of defaulted promises or filial piety, and attributing the peace to military prowess or shrewd deception.
By the middle of the nineteenth century, some of those folk-facts had
been recorded and published; some of the archived documents also had
been dusted off and published. In the early twentieth century, the play itself
was published in Spanish and then in an English translation. Scholars of
many stripes -literary, Hispanic, history, Anglo, anthropology, activistbegan to compare the various sets of texts, folk-facts, the play, and the archival documents. There were several "ah hah!" moments (e.g., "This was
undoubtedly the battle described in the drama").4 Unfortunately, as it turns
out, that conclusion is questionable.
Several intertwining and cross-pollinating vines began to grow in New
Mexican historical literature about the Comanche Wars, the Comanche
Peace, and Los Comanches. The folk-processes of memory and invention
(and political expediency) were fertilized by scholarly and historical research.
Some of these exchanges have produced creativity and insight, a mestizaje
of ideas. Others have, unfortunately, resulted in error and confusion, a tangle
of faulty historical inferences.
To unravel this confusion, one must be a detective, seeking the earliest documentary sources to answer the basic questions: Who knew what and when did
they know it? Who had the story wrong? Who are the usual suspects?
Part 1 of this article will trace the historical growth ofsome of those vines.
The structure chronologically establishes the sequence of knowledge and
publication-the history of the history. The fundamental question of this
article asks how authors of documents relating to the history of Los
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Comanches gained knowledge of the events they recorded. Was the information first hand? If n?t, where did the author get it? In the absence of
citations, can lines of influence from one source to another be established?
In part 1 of this article, I will also make an effort to identify historical
references from the play to determine whether the characters in the drama
represent actual historical figures. The Spaniard characters in the play are
Carlos Fernandez, Salvador Ribera, Jose de la Pena, Toribio Ortiz, and
Tomas Madril (or Madrid). Cuerno Verde joins the other Comanche characters ofOso Pardo (Grey Bear), Cabeza Negra (Black Head), Lobo Blanco
(White Wolf), Zapata Cuenta (Beaded Moccasin), and Tabaco Chupa
Janchi (Tobacco-Smoking Janchi). There is also a liminal interlocutor,
Barriga Dulce (Sweet Belly). The play invokes a dramatic battle to prepare
the way for the Comanche Peace. Was there such a battle?
A more textual analysis of the play is the focus of part 2. The central
question in part 2 is whether there might be an entirely different story behind Los Comanches. Although scholars have claimed that the plqy was
composed soon after the events it portrays and that it was intended as a
dramatization of eighteenth-century Comanche-New Mexican relations,
this claim is more often asserted than demonstrated. Focusing on a few
overlooked details ofthe text, part 2 will suggest two conclusions. First, these
details suggest a later time frame for the composition of the Los Comanches
text. Second, textual details, along with evidence of the probable author of
the original play, indicate that the context of the play was not the localized
eighteenth-century relations between Comanches and New Mexicans in
their remote corner of the Spanish empire, but the much greater threats to
Spanish sovereignty and authority at home in Iberia.

The Story So Far: Who Knew What and When Did They Know It?

Pedro Bautista Pino, 1812
The earliest published account of the "defeat" of the Comanches and the
resultant peace is Pedro Bautista Pino's 1812 Exposici6n sucinta y sencilla de
la provincia del Nuevo Mexico (Succinct and simple exposition of the province ofNew Mexico). Pino was a native New Mexican, although his father
and grandfather were from Mexico City. His forebears settled at the small
village of Tome, south of Albuquerque, where Pedro was born about 1750. In
1780 he was assistant alcalde of Laguna; by 1786 he was an attorney in Santa
Fe. In 1810 he was selected by lot to be New Mexico's representative to the
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junta central de las Espanas, commonly called the Cortes (Congress), in
Cadiz, Spain. As representative he wrote the Exposici6n, which was first
published in 1812. 5 Several later publications reprinted its text with greater
or lesser fidelity.6
Pino devoted a section of his appendix to describing the Naciones de
gentiles que rodean la provincia (Heathen [or savage] nations which surround the province). It included a summary, Idea del Comanche:
The wars they [Comanches] have had with us [Spanish] have always
been tenacious and bloody. They kept the province in a state of
watchfulness until the year 1783, when the Governor Don Juan
Bautista de Anza decided to punish them. Going out in person, after
having made all the dispositions for a decisive action, and succeeded
in defeating 30 captains (none accepting quarter) and even their
general gefe (general chief) Tabivo narityante (handsome and brave)
named Cuerno Verde died in this memorable campaign, in which our
own troops performed marvelous feats of valor. 7
From the above date forward, they have maintained themselves at
peace and good harmony with us; fulfilling with the greatest care all
the conditions of treaties; as well the same we endeavor to observe on
our part so as not to offend their sensibilities. s
The Exposici6n displays some knowledge ofIndians and ofthe Comanche
language, or at least of some Comanche words. But the words Tabivo
narityante, used to describe the general jefe Cuerno Verde, do not mean
"handsome and brave." The first word is clearly the pan-Shoshonean word
tabebo, contracted in later Comanche to taivo, meaning "non-Indian." The
word written as narityante by Pi no's typesetter is narn7yahttl (dangerous,
mean). Unfortunately, the whole phrase is unclear: Did it describe a "dangerous White man" or a "danger to a White man?"9
The list of "Indian Nations which surround the province" included some
Apache groups, such as Llaneros, Mescaleros, Carlanes, and Lipanes, as
well as a number of other indigenous groups:
Llamparicas, which means in their language "grass eaters." The
Ancavistis, which means "red people." The Cuchunticas, the "eaters of
buffalo." The Jupis, "men of the woods." The Muares, "big captains."
The Chaguaguanos, I do not know what it means. The Pasuchis,
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Cahiguas, Aas-orejones, Jumanes, Cuampes, Panana, Canseres,
Guasachis. Included in those nations are the Yutas with whom we are
at peace. The same with the Navajoes and the honorable Comanches,
who are the three most powerful and which had put the province at
the greatest risk ofloss. 1O
The first, third, and fourth names on Pino's list are clearly the Comanche
language ethnonyms yamparika (root eater), kotsoteka (buffalo eater), and
hupe (wood), who were also known as hupemm (people of the woods). Those
were the major Comanche political groups of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. However, the separation of these groups from the whole
of the "honorable" Comanches suggests that, while Pino knew the words
and their literal meanings, he did not know the internal Comanche
sociopolitical organization. 1I
The second ethnonym on Pino's list is the Comanche word ekapits (red
person); it is otherwise unrecorded as an ethnonym. The Muares and
Chaguaguanos were Ute groups-again Pino separated the names of the
component groups from the name of the whole group. Both Ute groups and
the Pasuchis (Paiutes) were noted by cartographer Bernard Miera y Pacheco
on his 1778 map of the Dominguez-Escalante Expedition to the Far West,
but those names are otherwise rare in the New Mexican recordsY By Pino's
time, Cahigua probably referred to the Kiowas, although earlier that term
may have been applied to other groups. The word Jumanes is problematic
in Plains/Southwest history. Jumanes is now considered a generic descriptor implying "striped" or "tattooed" rather than a specific tribal ethnonym.
In the early eighteenth century, Jumanes referred to groups in the southern
Pecos Valley. By the end of the century, it referred to Wichitas and related
groups on the Red RiverY Panana is either Pawnee or Wichita, Canseres is
probably Kansa, and Guasachi is probably Osage. The name of the Plains
group Aas-orejones is also problematic; modern Yamparika Comanches have
suggested that the word Aa is "horn" (thus a close physiological position to
the orejones [ears]), and that it refers to the Crows with whom the Yamparikas
had various relations)4 That leaves only the Cuampes as unidentified.
Pi no did not list his sources, but one was likely Joseph Villasenor y
Sanchez's Theatro americano: descripci6n general de los reynos y provincias
de la Nueva-Espana (1748), which listed many of the same Indian nations
around New Mexico in much the same order. 15 This raises the question of
where Pino might have seen the work ofVillasenor. From the statistics cited
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in the Exposici6n, it is likely that Pino had drafted at least part of his report
before he left New Mexico, and it is possible that there was a copy of Theatro
americano in Santa Fe (or Tome, where Pino's father owned "fifteen published tomes by various authors.")16 But if Pino had drafted the Exposici6n in
Santa Fe, where there would have been other sources available to aid him,
why did he admit that he did not know what the word Chaguaguanos meant?
Thomas James, 1846
In the mid-1840s, former Illinois militia general Thomas James wrote a rambling memoir of his experiences in the western trade some twenty years
earlier. In the narrative of his only trip to Santa Fe (1821-1822), one long
paragraph summarized the tale of a Spanish and Comanche fight told to
James by "an old man in Santa Fe whom I employed about my store ... in
which he [the old man] ... took part." According to James, victory came to
the Spaniards through deception rather than military valor. They offered
peace to the Comanches, smoked the "pipe of peace" with them, and maintained cordial relations for three days. All the while, the Spanish bought up
all their bows and arrows, then, they attacked and killed all the ComanchesY
In James's version, none of the protagonists were named, but his dating,
"a few years previous to our revolutionary war" (1776-1781), is close to Pino's
date of 1783. It is not clear if the obvious dislike of Mexicans revealed by
James elsewhere in his book dated from his own experiences in New Mexico
or was a feature of the contemporary buildup to the Mexican-American War.
Still, James noted that the peace held "from that day to this."18
William Watts Hart Davis, 1857 and L. Bradford Prince, 1883
William Watts Hart Davis was U.S. District Attorney for New Mexico Territory from 1853 to 1856. During that time he examined the then extant "official records in the office of the Secretary of the Territory at Santa Fe" and,
on his return to the States in 1857, he wrote and published a book based on
his experiences: El Gringo; Or, New Mexico and Her People. Like James,
Davis had a low opinion of New Mexicans, but it is not clear whether that
influenced his account of the Comanche Peace. Davis states:
Several severe battles were fought between [the Comanches and New
Mexicans], among which may be mentioned the action of Green
Horn, about the middle of the last century, and that of El Rita Don
Carlos, which took place in 1783. The last and most desperate action
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was fought at Rabbit Ear in 1785. The Camanches [sic] were on their
return from an expedition against the village of Tome, in Valencia
county: ... They had also obtained a large amount of booty, and made
prisoners two sisters of the name of Pino. The territorial troops,
numbering two hundred and fifty men, commanded by Lieutenant
Guerrero, made an attack upon the Indians while they were assembled
in council. ... The loss of the Camanches in these two actions was so
great that they sued for peace soon after, when a treaty was made with
them, which they have kept up to the present time. 19
Davis is the earliest published mention of an attack on Tome. Davis's date,
1783, is the same as Pino's. The "action of Green Horn" may be an echo of
Cuerno Verde, and the Rabbit Ears location is possibly gleaned from Santa
Fe Trail sources (see the discussion of George Sibley below). As in James's
account, Davis wrote that the peace still held "up to the present time."
Davis's account was taken almost word for word by L. Bradford Prince for
his Historical Sketches ofNew Mexico: From the Earliest Records to the American Occupation (1883).20 One difference is that Davis reported the Comanche
attack on Tome as a singular event, whereas Prince placed it within a wider
Comanche sweep through the Rio Abajo. Another divergence is Davis's reference to "the action of Green Horn"; Prince wrote "the action at Green Horn"
[italics added]. By Prince's time, in light of the then recent Red River War of
1874-1875, the Comanche Peace was no longer characterized as "from that
day to this" (James), or "up to the present time" (Davis), but Prince described
the Comanches as "not troublesome for a considerable time."21
Juan Bautista de Anza, 1856

In 1856, in the series Documentos para la Historia de Mexico, the first contemporary document" relevant to Los Comanches was published: Juan
Bautista de Anza's Diario de la expedicion que sale a practicar contra la
nacion Cumanche (1779).22 Unfortunately that original series is extremely
rare and, where found, is often noted as "deteriorated" or "badly bound."
Moreover, it has been described as having many "errors in copying."23 Luckily, contemporary copies ofAnza's original documents exist and can be consulted. In 1932 historian Alfred B. Thomas used one of those copies for his
translation in Forgotten Frontiers, which will generally be followed here. 24
Anza chronicled a campaign against the Comanches waged in AugustSeptember 1779. In this operation, Anza led a force of over 573 veteran
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soldiers, militia, and Pueblo Indian auxiliaries north along the west side of
the Rio Grande, then across to the headwaters of the Arkansas River in the
Sierra Almagre of southern Colorado. 25
How much Anza knew of his opponents before the campaign is indeterminable; any documents indicating plans prior to the execution of the campaign have not been located. Indeed, it was not until some two weeks into
the campaign, after attacking a Comanche supply camp and capturing its
inhabitants-the bulk of the Comanche fighters were away from the camp
raiding-that Anza learned from a captive the name of his opponent:
I [Anza] asked questions about the rest of their rancherfas to ascertain
whether I could strike another blow, I drew nothing certain from them
until nine o'clock at night, when the last two informed me that their
chiefI,] or captain-general, [was] Cuerno Verde. 26
Three days later, in his account of another battle, Anza described Cuerno
Verde in depth:
In this way was recognized from his insignia and devices the famous
chief Cuerno Verde ... the cruel scourge of this kingdom ... he had
exterminated many pueblos, killing hundreds.... His own nation
accuse him, ever since he took command, of forcing them to take up
arms and volunteer against the Spaniards, a hatred of whom has
dominated him because his father who also held the same command
and power met death at our hands. 27
Finally, in summarizing the results of his campaign in a letter to his superior, Comdr. Gen. Teodoro de Croix of the Provincias Intemas (Internal
Provinces), Anza included a short paragraph describing his victory over
Cuerno Verde:
Their great chief or general, Cuerno Verde, who with four of his
principal captains, his sumo pujacante or priest, his first born son, heir
to his command, died at our hands as well as fifty-two young men and
more than thirty of their women and children .... The head-dress of
the above named Chieftain, Cuerno Verde, because it was known and
distinguished among his people, as well as that of the second in
command, Jumping Eagle [Aguila Bolteada], I give myself the
satisfaction of sending to the hands of your lordship.28
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These documents provide a positive identification of the Spanish and
Comanche protagonists of a battle such as described by Pino, although the
date given by Anza was August-September 1779, not Pino's 1783, and Anza
claimed only four "principal captains" rather than Pino's "thirty." None of
the events, however, except for the presence of Cuerno Verde, parallel those
in Los Comanches, and Aquila Bolteada is notably absent from the play.
Anza's use ofthe terms primogenito (first-born son) and heredero del mando
(heir to his command) are problematic. Comanche kinship does not distinguish birth order of children; "first-born" would have been meaningless for
a Comanche. More specifically, in Comanche political culture and in most
of the northern Mexican Indian cultures of which Anza claimed to have
knowledge, leadership was earned, not inherited. Although the son of a
Comanche paraivo (chief) might become chief after his father, he would
rise because he had earned the respect of his people (his own kinsmen), not
because he was his father's son. In Comanche society, there was no social
role of "heir."29
At the same time, someone in Anza's army did have enough knowledge
of the Comanche language to know the word pujacante, clearly the
Comanche word puhakattt (possessor of medicine power). As with heredero
(heir), there was no Comanche social class corresponding to sacerdote
(priest), although a puhakatH with war medicine could form a "medicine
society" with himself as leader.

In all likelihood, the man known to Anza as Cuerno Verde was a powerful (in all senses) and charismatic Comanche tekwttniwapi (warrior). He may
have also been a paraivo, a political leader. Indeed, the presence of multiple
women and children in the camps suggests that this was a coresidential
group-a band-and not simply a war party. The captive's explanation that
Cuerno Verde had "forced" them all to go to war seems unlikely, and was
probably more reflective of Spaniards' own beliefs about Indians than of
knowledge of Comanche culture and behavior.
The Play Is Transcribed, 1860s

In the mid-nineteenth century, a number of New Mexican scribes made
copies of Los Comanches. In the early 190os, Amado Chaves of Santa Fe
owned a manuscript with the copyist's name,

J. J. Vigil, which

he lent to

Aurelio M. Espinosa and that, Espinosa believed, dated from 1840-185°.
Espinosa knew of other manuscripts but was unable to obtain them. 30
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In the 1940s, Arthur L. Campa possessed a manuscript owned by Rafael
Lucero of El Pino, New Mexico, which he claimed was copied in 1864 by
Miguel Sandoval. Unfortunately, neither Chaves, Espinosa, nor Campa
provided clear provenance for their manuscripts. JI
Hubert Howe Bancroft, 1886
California book seller and historian Hubert Howe Bancroft's History ofArizona and New Mexico includes a brief discussion ofAnza and Cuerno Verde.
Bancroft based his discussion on the error-laden Documentos, and on the
works by Pino and Davis. The first to note the incipient confusion, Bancroft
commented, "Pino, followed by other authors, gives 1783 as the date of a
long effective treaty with the Comanches; but as he mentions the defeat of
Cuerno Verde in the same connection, this may be a reference to an earlier
event."J2 And, in a footnote, he added: "Yet a mention of the campaign appears in the Gaceta de Mex.[ico], i.131-2. It may be that a treaty was made in
[17]83 in consequence of the victory of [17179. Davis, El Gringo, 82-3 also
describes a later battle of [17]85 with the Comanche at Rabbit Ears.... I
have found no original record of this affair."JJ In turn, I have been unable to
find Bancroft's Gaceta reference.
Adolph F. Bandelier, 1888-1892
Adolph F. Bandelier was a Swiss-born historian and anthropologist. Without institutional affiliation, he subsisted on contracts from a variety ofsources.
In the late 1880s, he was employed by the Hemenway Expedition to the
Southwest to gather documentary materials on the history of the Spanish
Southwest. His transcripts of original documents were sewn into volumes
and exhibited at the 1892 Columbian Historical Exposition in Madrid, Spain,
as the "Bandelier Collection of Copies of Manuscripts relative to the History of New Mexico and Arizona," and a calendar listing of them was published in the Report of the United States Commission to the Columbian
Exposition at Madrid, 1892-93. The original transcripts are in the Special
Collections of the Tozzer Library, Harvard University.J4
Bandelier made extracts from several Libras de entierras, the burial ledgers of a number of communities in New Mexico, to determine "the years
when [Indians] harassed certain villages and the numbers of their victims."J5 Of immediate interest is a transcript of the Libra de Entierras de
Albuquerque, Ano de 1777, by Fray Andres Garcfa of Albuquerque. 36 The
entry for 26 May 1777 includes a list of twenty-one individuals-eighteen
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adult men, two teenaged boys, and one teenaged girl-all killed in an
attack, allegedly by Comanches. This entry supports the story, first reported by Davis, of a massacre at Tome, and gives a specific date. Although
the list included two Pinos by name, Jose Miguel Pino and Alexandro
Pino, neither is mentioned in Angelico Chavez's Origins of New Mexico
Families, thus implying that neither one was directly related to Pedro
Bautista Pino. No evidence supports Davis's claim that two Pino girls (perhaps the Pecas of the play) were kidnapped at that time. Interestingly, 26
May is the feast day of San Felipe Neri, patron of the Albuquerque church
of which Tome was a chapel.
Bandelier's extracts from the burial registers also offer some additional
contextual information about the "hundreds" of deaths caused by Cuerno
Verde, as claimed by Anza. Bandelier documented a total of twenty-six killings by Comanches in San Juan, Santa Clara, Isleta, and Pojoaque Pueblos
for the decade prior to 1779. 37 To this total should be added the twenty-one
from Tome in May 1777 and another thirty-four reported in the Albuquerque Libro de entierros for 1776-1778.38 This total neither begins to approach
Anza's reported "hundreds" of deaths nor confirms Prince's claim that
Comanches were rampaging through the entire Rio Arriba valley before
the attack on Tome. 39
Charles F. Lummis, 1891
Charles F. Lummis was the archetypal southwestern romantic, and a friend
and correspondent of Bandelier. Whether Bandelier influenced Lummis
or vice versa is unclear. Lummis's first book, A New Mexico David, included a chapter titled "The Comanche's Revenge."4o This was the most
dramatic exposition of the motif of the massacre and kidnapping of the
girls from Tome:
Tome ... [was] founded in 1769 by Don Ignacio Baca.... The
Comanches were just then inclined to peace, and Don Ignacio ...
soon established friendly relations with them....
About this time an event occurred which gave reason to hope that the
wish [peace between Tome and Comanches] might be realized
suddenly. The Comanche chief ... formed a strong friendship for Don
Ignacio, and at last brought his son, a fine-looking boy of ten, to visit his
new Spanish friends. Senor Baca had a very pretty little daughter, Maria,
... and the two children took a great fancy to each other.
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"Amigo," said the Comanche chief to Senor Baca one day, "see the
children, how they play together. Is it not well that when they grow old
enough we marry them, and make an eternal alliance between my
people and the people of Tome?"
... [E]very year the Comanche chief used to come ... to Tome,
bringing to little Maria lavish presents....
At last, when the boy was nineteen years old, the whole tribe,
decked out in their gayest blankets and buckskins and feathers,
accompanied him to Tome to celebrate the marriage....
But Don Ignacio had changed his mind....
When the Comanches arrived he put on a sorrowful face, "Alas! My
poor daughter! She died of small pox this winter, and I am left alone."
The Comanches received this news with great sorrow.... A year
passed without trouble. Then a party of traders from the pueblo of
Isleta, twelve miles up the river ... [told them] "But it is not true ...
the girl is alive and well." ...
The Comanche chief questioned them closely ... and was so much
enraged ... that he at once began to lay plans for vengeance.
The 8th of September had come, the feast day of Santo Tomas, the
patron saint of Tome....
. . . [T]he Comanches, hideous in their war-paint, were pouring
into the church.... Powerless to resist, they were slaughtered like
sheep, and not a man of Tome was spared to tell the ghastly tale ....
Most of the women and children were spared, and many were carried
off into captivity-among them Maria, the innocent cause of all this
bloodshed.
The Franciscan priest of Albuquerque came down to bury the
dead. 4!
Paralleling Davis's report of a specific attack on Tome, and in contrast to
Davis's claim of a broad raid through the Rio Abajo, Lummis gave a specific
and romantic motivation for the attack. In contrast to the earlier attributions of the captives to the Pino family, Lummis's family name of the single
captive was Baca.
Lummis made no citations to documents except for the reference to the
church records of the Albuquerque priest. Moreover, some of his statements
are egregiously wrong. For instance, the massacre occurred on 26 May, the
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Feast of San Felipe Neri, not 8 September, which is not a feast day of any
Santo Tomas. Of more direct concern here is that of the twenty-one documented deaths in the Tome massacre, there was only one Baca, Crist6bal. 42
Amado Chaves, 1906
Amado Chaves was a lawyer, member of the New Mexico House of Representatives, state senator, mayor of Santa Fe, first superintendent of public
instruction for New Mexico, advocate of New Mexican history, and friend
of the Pino family and of Charles Lummis. In 1906 he published The Defeat of the Comanches in the Year 1717.43 According to Chaves, that year,
after Comanche raids through northern New Mexico carried "into captivity
Spanish children from all over the province," a council of war was held in
Santa Fe. The result of this council was to establish a Spanish force under
"Don Juan de Padilla, first, Don Carlos Fernandez, second, and Don Pedro
Pino of Santa Fe, third" against the Comanches. The force of five hundred
men passed Pecos Pueblo and Anton Chico, and then traveled east to the
Staked Plains. Chavez continued the story of the Spanish forces:
At last they came to a beautiful valley, where the scouts and trailers
who had gone ahead were awaiting them....
In those days the Spaniards wore their hair long similar to the
Indians, but tied in the back. Before starting all the men painted their·
faces red with almagre and let their hair down in order to look as much
like the Indians as possible. At break of day, ... a charge was ordered....
Many of the Comanches thought when they first saw the Spaniards
that they were bands of their own tribe returning from a victorious
campaign, but were soon undeceived.
The slaughter of Indians was terrible. Hundreds perished and seven
hundred prisoners were captured.... So severe was the punishment
inflicted upon the Comanches that they never again went on the war
path against the Spaniards....
Up to a few years ago there were yet in the hands of the Pino family
in Santa Fe old letters from Spain addressed to Don Pedro Bautista
Pi no, a New Mexico representative to the Spanish Cortes, giving full
accounts of what was done with the Comanche prisoners.
That expedition ended the wars between the Spanish settlers and
the Comanches for all time. Whenever the young bucks wanted to
start a war against the Spaniards the gray haired old men would take
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them to las "Orejas del Conejo" where in former times the great fight
took place and show them the pile of bones and skulls and repeat to
them the story of that famous fight and the fact that so many of their
ancestors were taken beyond the sea never to return, and that would
cool their desire to fight.
The story of this famous expedition was written in verse by one of
the members of the expedition, and to this day it is acted at some
places in the territory.44
Except for commenting that "up to a few years ago" the Pino family had
documents relating to the prisoners, Chaves offered no references for his
narrative. But Chaves's story did echo earlier motifs, for instance, the defeat
of the Comanches by deceit as in Thomas James's account. Chaves also
provided a specific location, the "Orejas del Conejos," the Rabbit Ears, presumably the landmark near present-day Clayton, New Mexico, although
there is no obvious "beautiful valley" near that locale. Chaves's final comment, that "the story of this famous expedition was written in verse ... and
to this day it is acted" was apparently the earliest published indication that
there was a play.
Aurelio M. Espinosa, 1907
Not only was there a play, but Chaves had a copy of it, which he lent to
Aurelio M. Espinosa, then a professor of modern languages at the University of New Mexico. In 1907 Espinosa transcribed and published the play,
along with a commentary, as "Los Comanches: A Spanish Heroic Play of
the Year Seventeen Hundred and Eighty."
Besides materials from Chaves, Espinosa added an historical commentary based on materials from Bancroft, Pino, the Albuquerque Libra de
entierros, as well as an unpublished manuscript by Manuel Alvarez. A native of Spain, Alvarez became a prominent resident of Santa Fe via St. Louis.
He served as U.S. consul in Santa Fe from 1836-1841. During his tenure, he
wrote several "memorials" concerning New Mexican affairs; unfortunately,
the manuscript cited by Espinosa has not been found. 4s
To provide an historical context, after some comments based on Bancroft,
Espinosa related the Tome incident, which he dated to 1777 and called "a
merciless attack."46 Quoting the Alvarez manuscript, Espinosa wrote that
"One of the recent actions of Spanish arms was in the Arroyo de Don Carlos,
called Don Carlos, from whom the arroyo took its name. The Comanches
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had recently been committing many depredations in northern New Mexico,
also a short time before in the Rio Abajo where they have taken women
from a family which claimed kinship with the Pinos."47 Much of this passage parallels Davis and Prince. Davis's Rito Don Carlos is the Arroyo Don
Carlos in Espinosa, and Espinosa's depredations in the Rio Abajo echo
Prince's version of the story. These similarities suggest that Alvarez may
have been one of the sources for Davis (and Prince), as well as for Espinosa.
Espinosa noted that Lummis had also discussed the Tome incident and
quoted the Libra de entierros in a slightly different wording than transcribed
by Bandelier. Espinosa commented on Chaves's misdating of the battle;
however, he made no comment on Lummis's similar failure to use the burial
book as evidence to date the Tome massacre to 26 May rather than to 8
September. Espinosa commented that "the dead ... included two members ofthe Pino family," whereas Alvarez had written only thatthey "claimed
kinship with the Pinos."48
Based on that data, but without direct reference, Espinosa then suggested:
It was after this massacre of the people at Tome at the hands of the
Comanches, ... and other numerous attacks on the smaller Spanish
villages ... [that] the expedition of 1777 under the command of Don
Carlos Fernandez, which furnished the subject matter of the play Los
Comanches was planned. This is evidently the same expedition and
victory over the Comanches, told by Mr. Amado Chavez ... but the
date is 1777 not 1717. 49
Espinosa also cited the Alvarez manuscript to pinpoint the battle.
According to the Alvarez ms [sic] ... and also as Mr. Chaves states, this
famous battle of Don Carlos and defeat of the Comanches took place
near Las Orejas del Conejo, between el arroyo Don Carlos and the
Colorado River. 50 The Comanches were surprised by the Spaniards in
the early morning, and according to Alvarez, the battle lasted all day....
It is the story of the disastrous defeat that furnishes the subject matter for
the play Los Comanches. The account ofMr. Chaves (if the date is
corrected), the narrative of Alvarez in manuscript and the story as
narrated in Los Comanches are the only account I know of this battle. 51
Espinosa also added in a footnote a quotation from Alvarez, "They say the
battle lasted from about ten in the morning untilla oraci6n."52
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Espinosa raised a number of topics for further research. The first of these
was the issue of dating the play. He wrote, "The date of its composition
cannot be definitely settled until the question of t~e authorship, and the
dates of the battle or battles which furnished the subject matter of this interesting dramatic narrative are definitely known."53 To this, Espinosa answered
himself somewhat questioningly in a footnote: "Mr. Amado Chaves has informed me that the author of Los Comanches is Don Pedro Pino, of Santa
Fe," and "Of Pino and the question of authorship, I have found no notices,
other than the information of Mr. Chaves."54
Espinosa's second topic for further research was establishing the identities of the Spanish characters in the play. Espinosa himself, however, did
not offer any further comments in that direction except to note that "the
Alvarez ms. speaks of an Alferez 55 Pena, who took part in the battle of 1779,
and he may be Don Jose de la Pena, of Los Comanches, and may have also
fought in 1777 with Don Carlos."56
Frederick W. Hodge, 19°7-1910
Frederick W. Hodge was a writer, anthropologist, and museum director. He
was on the Hemenway Expedition to the Southwest with Bandelier. He
later moved to the Smithsonian's Bureau of American Ethnology (BAE).
He served as editor, contributor, and chief wrangler of the Handbook of

American Indians North ofMexico , the famous BAE Bulletin 30, from about
19°1-1910. Hodge later became director of the BAE (1910-1918), editor of
Edward S. Curtis's The North American Indian, and was associated with the
Museum of the American Indian in New York City and the Southwest
Museum in Los Angeles (founded by Charles F. Lummis).
Although many of Hodge's own contributions to the Handbook are unsigned (as are many of the contributions), one that is signed is titled "Cuerno
Verde":
A celebrated Comanche warrior who led various raids against the
Spanish settlements along the Rio Grande in New Mexico in the latter
part of the 18th century. A force ... was led against him by Juan de
Anza [sic], governor of New Mexico, in 1778, and in a fight that took
place 95 leagues N.E. of Santa Fe, Cuerno Verde was killed, together
with 4 of his subchiefs, his "high priest," his eldest son, and 32 of his
warriors. 57
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Hodge gave no sources, but his description-including errors-is clearly
derived directly from the Documentos. Hodge's Handbook would influence
the history of Los Comanches in other ways.

Ralph E. Twitchell, 1911, 194
Ralph E. Twitchell was a lawyer, writer, and historian. Published in 1911, his
Leading Facts of New Mexican History, however, was not particularly originaL's He reproduced almost word for word Chaves's The Defeat of the
Comanches in 1717. His section describing Anza's 1779 campaign closely
paraphrased Bancroft (and the Documentos before him): "[Anza] defeated
and killed the celebrated Comanche chief Cuerno Verde, with four of his
leading sub-chiefs, his chief medicine man, his eldest son, and 32 of his
warriors." His footnote to that section echoed Hodge: "Cuerno Verde led
many successful Comanche raids against the Spanish settlers in the valley
of the Rio Grande in the latter part of the 18th century."59
More important was Twitchell's compilation, The Spanish Archives of
New Mexico.(j,) Interestingly, despite the enormous importance of the "defeat" of the Comanches and the resulting peace to New Mexico, Twitchell
made only two direct mentions of Cuerno Verde. The first was merely a
comment attached to the entry associated with the arrival of Governor Anza
in July of 1778: "[Anza] commanded a campaign against the Comanches
and in a battle with these Indians the famous Cuerno Verde (Greenhorn)
was killed. This campaign occurred in August and September, 1779."61 This
passage was not referenced by Twitchell. The second mention is in
Twitchell's summary of the contents of document T-187+ "Pena, Juan de
Dios, 1st Alferez, Santa Fe Company ... Service Record, ... Names: Teniente
Carlos Fernandes [sic], ... Governor De Anza, Comanches, Guajantolla,
Cuerno Verde, Aguila Bolteada (Comanche Chiefs)."62 This document is
Juan de Dios Pena's incomplete remembrance of his military service from
about 1770. Born 14 March 1748, Juan de Dios was the son of Jose de la
Pena-probably the Jose de la Pena of the play-and, in all likelihood, was
the "Alferez Pena" mentioned by Alvarez. 63
Pena's first campaign was under the command of Carlos Fernandez, the
protagonist of the play and whose name is reminiscent of the "RiolRito/
Arroyo Don Carlos" near the Orejas del Conejo, the alleged site of a battle
between Spaniards under a "Don Carlos" and some Comanches. According to Pena, however, this fight occurred at a place called "in the language
of this nation, Guajantolla." This is clearly the Comanche place name waha
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(two), toya (mountain) or Two Mountains. In later years, that name would
be associated with the Spanish Peaks, the double mountain north of Raton,
New Mexico. Pena's is the earliest-and possibly only-mention of that
place name in the Spanish Archives of New Mexico (SANM). Pena's length
of the battle, from nine in the morning until three in the afternoon, also
contrasts with the "action ofCreen Horn" given by Davis (three hours) and
by Alvarez ("from ten untilla oraci6n"). Pena's second campaign was obviously Governor Anza's 1779 expedition against Cuerno Verde. Paralleling
Anza, Pena located that fight in the Almagre Mountains. Pena's record also
offers evidence that the names Cuerno Verde and Aguila Bolteada were
remembered in New Mexico as late as 1805.
There are several other documents in the SANM that are of interest here.
Anza's Diano gives only totals for his forces, but there are monthly rosters of
the Santa Fe Presidio for October, November, and December 1779, the
months immediately after Anza's return from his fight with Cuerno Verde. 64
Those documents list by company, name, and rank the specific composition of the Tropa Veterano (veteran troop). The commander was, of course,
Cov. and Lt. Col. Juan Bautista de Anza. The second alferez of the light
company was don Salvador Rivera, of Los Comanches. The primer sargento
(first sergeant) of the Tropa de Cuera (leather armored troop) was Antonio
Cuererro, possibly the "Lieutenant Cuererro" noted by Davis. 65 The segundo
cavo (second corporal) of the Tropa Ligera (light troop) was Juan de Dios
Pena, while don Carlos Fernandez and don Bernardo Miera (the mapmaker)
were listed as "Distinguished soldiers."66 Tomas Madrid (Tomas Madril of the
play) was mentioned on the December list as being on detached duty, and in
September 1780, he was retired with an annual pension of 350 pesosY
Another Pena document of interest in the SANM is his contemporary
diary (as sergeant in command) of a joint campaign with some Comanches
against the Pawnees in the summer of 1790.68 On 21 June of that year, together with a troop of cavalry, about thirty vecinos of the Rio Arriba, and
Indians from San Juan and Taos Pueblos, he traveled across the passes east
of Taos. After six days, they arrived at un canon que esta en {rente de las
Orejas del Conejos (at a canyon in front of the Rabbit Ears), about sixty
leagues east of Taos. Although he, or his guide, apparently knew the name
of the place, Pena did not comment on whether he had previously been in
the vicinity; nor did he comment on the possible connection to his campaign with Carlos Fernandez some years before. Unfortunately, it is difficult to follow Pena's descriptions of his route and to identify landmarks with
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modern topographic details. There is not, for instance, any remarkable "canyon in front of the Rabbit Ears."
Gilberto Espinosa, 1931
In 1931 Aurelio Espinosa's brother Gilberto published a versified English
translation of Aurelio's text of the play Los Comanches. 69 His brief commentary, without specific citations, began by noting that "in 1777, they
[Comanches] made a most merciless attack on Tome, a small village which
still exists, some twenty miles'south of Albuquerque, in which attack they
massacred the entire population. They did not spare a single soul, man,
woman, or child."70 After making a brief excursion into New Mexican history and quoting from Bancroft but again without citation, Espinosa concluded his commentary:
In 1777 Juan Bautista de Anza, governor, ordered an expedition against
the Comanches determined to end their power. This expedition was
sent under the command of Don Carlos Fernandez [sic]. It is the
details of this battle, which occurred on the Staked Plains, in New
Mexico, that the theme of this poem is found. According to the
historian Alvarez, the Spaniards surprised the Comanches in the early
morning, the battle lasting all day. The Indians suffered a terrible
defeat. Hundreds of them were slain and hundreds taken [as] captives
to Santa Fe?l
Here, Gilberto Espinosa followed Aurelio's correction of Chaves's date
from 1717 to 1777 without comment. He also combined the Tome massacre,
Anza, and Fernandez motifs by having Governor Anza send Fernandez on
the campaign in retaliation for the massacre. The problem with this interpretation is that Anza was not governor in 1777.
Alfred B. Thomas, 1932, 1940
As noted above, Alfred B. Thomas's Forgotten Frontiers, published in 1932,
included a translation of Anza's campaign diary from 1779, which was previously available only in Spanish in the Documentos. In his introductory commentary, Thomas described Cuerno Verde: "A leader of remarkable
prowess ... risen to dominate the tribe ... this man, known throughout
New Mexico as Cuerno Verde, hated the Spaniards with a cold fury born
of the moment they had killed his father in battle. Against this vindictive
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enemy, Mendinueta had before urged relentless war and a presidio for defense at Taos."72 Thomas offered no sources for most of these comments,
and their origins are mostly unknown. As noted above, there is no indication in extant records that the name Cuerno Verde was known at all, let
alone "known throughout" New Mexico, before Anza's campaign. The best
support is for the phrase "cold fury born of the moment they killed his father," which comes from Anza's comment "against the Spaniards, a hatred
of whom because his father who also held the same command and power
met death at our hands."73 While Gov. Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta, Anza's
immediate predecessor, had indeed requested a presidio for Taos as early as
1772, the "vindictive enemy" - Thomas's own phrase, not a quotation from
Mendinueta-was apparently Comanches as a whole, not any particular
individuaj74

In Forgotten Frontiers, in footnotes to a commentary on the history of
Comanche-New Mexican relations, Thomas made references to but gave
only a summary of correspondence in 1774 between Governor Mendinueta
and the viceroy in Mexico City. In particular, Mendinueta described a
campaign under the command of Carlos Fernandez, "an aged but wary
Indian fighter":
[On 24 October 1774], coming upon the entire rancheria at about fifty
leagues from Santa Fe, he [Fernandez] attacked at once. Eighteen of
the encampment of eighty lodges fled at the outset, while the rest took
refuge about a pond in a wooded gully. There the Spaniards fell upon
them without mercy. Only one hundred and fifteen women and
children came out alive ... They also came off with about one
thousand mounts, horses and mares, donkeys and much spoij75

In his book The Plains Indians and New Mexico (1940), Thomas published the documentation of Fernandez's 1774 campaign. Thomas translated the documents cited in Forgotten Frontiers, as well as other documents
from Governor Mendinueta's administration. Thomas began with events
from the late 1760s.76 Following the arrival of Governor Mendinueta in 1767,
relations between the Comanches and New Mexicans oscillated between
peace and hostility. One downward swing began in September 1768 with
Comanche attacks - their causes, either general or specific, are unknownon Ojo Caliente northwest of Santa Fe. Governor Mendinueta's account
translated by Thomas states:
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On the 30th of the same month [October 1768], there appeared along
the frontier of Ojo Caliente a body of five hundred Comanches.... A
troop of the enemy advanced, commanded by one who wore as a
device a green horn in his forehead, fixed in a headdress or on a
tanned leather headpiece. But the besieged townsmen delivered a
volley which knocked down two of the enemy's troop and two others
nearby whose riders were at the point of taking away their dead....
As was learned in Taos and from the account of the Comanche who
was made prisoner, a barbarian has raised himself up among that
nation with the appearance and accouterments of those of a little king.
He has near his person a guard of armed men, pages who serve him
when he mounts and dismounts from his horse, holding a canopy or
shade of buffalo skins for him in which he takes his seat. All obey him.
. . . [In the fight at Ojo Caliente] their effort to carry away the body of
the one who commanded them, the one who carried the ridiculous
device, and the feeling they showed at his loss are very suggestive that
he may be the little king. 77
This is the earliest published reference to a chief wearing a green-horn
headdress. (Anza did not describe Cuerno Verde's headdress.) Comanche
horned headdresses, while not common, did exist. 78 In a footnote based on
his earlier publication of Anza's 1779 campaign diary, Thomas commented,
"Chief Greenhorn was not killed on this occasion. He met his death at the
hands of Governor Anza in 1779."79 Indeed~ other than the fact that the
warrior was wearing such a headdress and that he may have been the leader
of the party, there was nothing in Mendinueta's account to link him to the
name and title "Chief Greenhorn."
The descriptions of the "little king" and his accouterments "learned in
Taos and from the account of the Comanche who was made prisoner" were
probably greatly garbled in transmission through many mouths and ears.
The "canopy or shade of buffalo skins" was likely a huki (shade), traditionally a piece of rawhide with a circular cutout worn as a sun visor. 8o Nothing
about them indicates the trappings of Native royalty.
In documenting the events of 1774, Thomas translated the two letters
written by Mendinueta to the viceroy. The first, dated 30 September 1774,
described five Comanche attacks on various locations in New Mexico during 1773. Mendinueta also reported that, during that same period, other
groups of Comanches had gone to Taos for trade. 81
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The second letter was dated 20 October 1774. In it Mendinueta wrote
that, after a raid on Albuquerque, he set out to "make a campaign against
this same nation with all the armed forces that could be brought together,"
some six hundred soldiers, militia, and Indians. Mendinueta appointed don
Carlos Fernandez commander of this expedition. The governor described
Fernandez: "In spite of his advanced years, he is well known for his valor
and capacity. As lieutenant of this company on other expeditions, in which
he has held the same office, against this tribe, he discharged his duties to
the honor of the arms of our sovereign."82 Unfortunately, Mendinueta's summary of the campaign was sketchy at best, and many details, including distances and directions, were not given.
According to Mendinueta, Fernandez started out "to the east," presumably from Santa Fe, on 19 September by an unstated route. After several
night marches to avoid detection, his men found "the trail of the same
rancherfa, which, the day before had moved toward the south." How
Fernandez came to determine that it was the same rancherfa and that it was
hostile, rather than one of the peaceful groups that Mendinueta had reported trading at Taos, was not explained. The Spaniards attacked the
rancherfa with the result that, "of the men, women, and children, who occupied more than eighty tipis, only eighteen of the first escaped, owing to
the swiftness of their horses."83
A number of details in this report closely parallel Pena's record, including the times the battle started and ended, and the number of prisoners and
horses taken. However, the account does not confirm either Pena's version,
with the battle at the Guajantolla, or Alvarez's report of a battle at the Orejas
del Conejo. Mendinueta, unfortunately, did not name Fernandez's Comanche
opponent. Fernandez certainly knew some Comanche names, for the report of the 1749-175° Taos Junta de Guerra (Council of War), which he
attended had one of the earliest listings of individual Comanche names. 84
Given that he was with Anza in 1779 as a "distinguished soldier," if Fernandez
had known his opponent from five years earlier, he surely would have told
Anza at the start of that campaign, so that Anza would not have learned it
some weeks later after a long interrogation of a prisoner.
Arthur L. Campa, 1942
In his 1942 publication ofa Spanish text ofLos Comanches, Arthur L. Campa,
then a faculty member of the University of New Mexico, combined a number of manuscripts to "restore the drama."85 In his commentary, Campa
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cited Thomas's footnote references to Fernandez's battle in Forgotten Frontiers, but apparently did not know full translations were available:
Two outstanding battles in New Mexico between 1774 and 1779 saw
the rise and fall of a Comanche chieftain who had brought together a
number of his tribesmen under one banner. Cuerno Verde was an
impressive enough enemy to elicit the praise of the Spanish Indianfighter [Juan Bautista] de Anza. Out of the encounters with this
Comanche leader grew the heroic drama Los Comanches. The events
leading up to the incident in the play are previous to the advent of
Cuerno Verde's own conqueror, Bautista de Anza. It was out of
desperation that, in 1774, Governor Mendinueta sent Don Carlos
Fernandez
in pursuit of Cuerno Verde, who had just made a series
of attacks
Cuerno Verde, despite his terrible defeat in 1774, had
rallied with re-enforcements and was still at large, a menace to the
peace of New Mexico. 86
Here, as G. Espinosa had combined the Tome massacre, Anza, and
Fernandez motifs by having Governor Anza send Fernandez on the campaign in retaliation for the massacre, Campa combined the 1774 and 1779
fights into the workings of a single enemy: Cuerno Verde. But neither
Mendinueta nor Pena named Fernandez's 1774 opponent. Indeed, there is
no indication that anyone in New Mexico in either 1774 or 1779 knew the
specific identity of any Comanche enemy they would be facing before they
went into the field. In a footnote, Campa further commented:
There seems to be a difference of opinion regarding the battle upon
which the Los Comanches is based. [A. M.] Espinosa corrected the
date set by the late Amado Chaves from 1717 to 1777.... But this date
too is erroneous if we consider the correspondence of Governor
Mendinueta and Viceroy Bucareli.... In a letter to Bucareli dated
October 20,1774, Governor Mendinueta tells of Carlos Fernandez'
victory over the Comanches. This was undoubtedly the battle
described in the drama. 87
To bolster that argument, Campa contended that, since Anza was not mentioned in the play, it had to have been based on the 1774 fight. 88 But again,
given the lack of records of other battles fought by Fernandez, his 1774 fight
cannot "undoubtedly" be associated with that described in the play.
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George Sibley, 1952
By the early 1820S, the story of a decisive battle with the Comanches had
become known to Anglo Americans on the Santa Fe Trail. In 1825 George
Sibley was appointed to lead a party to survey the merchant road running
between Missouri and New Mexico. His report to Congress was printed in
1827, but his diary waS missing for over a century. It was found in 1938, but
World War II delayed its publication until 1952. On Monday, 17 October
1825, Sibley wrote in his journal, "A little below our camp ... there is a
grove of small cotton trees, and not far below that, [a small stream] ... bears
the name of Rio Don Carlos from a great victory achieved there over the
Comanche, many years ago, by a detatchment [sic] of Spanish Troops and
Militia commanded by an officer called Don Carlos."89 It is not clear how
Sibley learned of the story. His party did include Joseph R. Walker, who had
been to Santa Fe in the early 1820S, perhaps with William Becknell in 1821,
and again in 1823. The story may also have come from Francisco Largo, "an
old Comanche" guide who lived at Taos and led Sibley's party across the
mountains to Taos. 90
Juan Agustin de Morfi, 1967

In 1967 the rediscovered volumes of a diary kept by the Franciscan Juan
Agustin Morfi during a tour of inspection with Comdr. Gen. Teodoro de
Croix were published as Diario y derrotero, 1777-1781.91 It contains two notices relevant to this discussion. The first, written in Arizpe, Sonora, the
capital of the Provincias Internas, and dated 26 December 1779, noted in
clipped sentences:
Mail from Mexico, notice of the rank of the Commander in New
Mexico. General campaign against Comanches, with six hundred
men, to whom were joined, voluntarily, two hundred Utes and
Apaches. They killed more than four hundred and, among them, the
celebrated emperor Cuerno Verde, his first-horn son Aguila Volteada,
his paramount priest Jacobalante, and took twenty-five captives and
five hundred horses. 92
Then, on 8 April 1780, Morfi recorded, "I saw ... Merino who brought
Anza's diary."93
Morfi's accounts show that it took about two months for the news of
Anza's victory to reach Arizpe, a month for Antonio Bonilla, adjutant in-
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spector and secretary to Croix, to prepare his copy, and another two months
for Morfi to make his own copy, which ultimately ended up in the Archivo
General de la Naci6n-Historfas. Somewhere along the line, confusion crept
into Morfi's information for each Comanche participant was advanced
one political notch. Thus, Cuerno Verde was now "emperor" to Anza's "generalisimo" and Aguila Bolteada was now the "first born son" whereas Anza
did not name the son. Morfi's "sumo sacerdote Jacobalanta" mangled Anza's

"sumo pujacante

0

sacerdote."94

Elizabeth A. H. John, 1975
In 1975 historian Elizabeth A. H. John's Storms Brewed in Other Men's Worlds,
a synthesis of Indian-European interaction in New Mexico and Texas from
1540-1795, added a new twist to the story. She rearranged the documents in
Thomas's Plains Indians and New Mexico into a linear narrative form. She
argued that, by the late 1760s, "a powerful new chief emerged to lead [the
Comanches] .... Rumor had it that he commanded all the Comanche
nation and employed all the panoply and ceremony of a king."95 Of the fight
at Ojo Caliente on 30 October 1768, she wrote:
Watching Spaniards ... wondered if the fallen leader were that same
"King of the Comanches" whose rise had been gossiped about at Taos
and confirmed by interrogation of a Comanche prisoner. The next
decade's history suggests that the speculation was correct: that the
fallen chief left a son who dedicated his own life and those of his
followers to vengeance for his father. Wearing his father's emblem,
Cuerno Verde would scourge New Mexico until he died. 96
The linear narrative strategy enabled John to connect one person to two
episodes a decade apart: the warrior who, in 1768, wore a green-horned
headdress and the ~ar leader that, in 1779, Anza did not know he was chasing until several weeks into his expedition. As with Thomas, the unstated
link seems to have been Anza's comment that Cuemo Verde was fired with
a "hatred [of the Spaniards] ... because his father who also held the same
command and power met death at our hands."97 There is nothing else in the
documents to support the father-son link. Moreover, John implied that there
was more than one report of the "little king" when, actually, there is only
the one report published by Thomas.
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Stanley Noyes, 1993
In 1993 Santa Fe poet and novelist Stanley Noyes had a go at writing history
in his Los Comanches: The Horse People. 98 Noyes added a few twists of his
own to the story:
At the end of the following month [October 1768] five hundred
Comanches surrounded the plaza at Ojo Caliente before dawn....
The foray was unexceptional in all respects but one. This was the
presence of a chief wearing a green horn on his forehead. Later the
Spanish viceroy, the Marques de Croix, noted that "a barbarian has
raised himself up among that nation," posing as a "little king." The
viceroy apparently did not ask himself where the Comanche chieftain
got the idea of a "king" -surely the chief was powerfully influenced by
those same Spaniards he affected to despise. Cuerno Verde (Green
Horn), as he began to be called, constantly surrounded himself with a
bodyguard of warriors and had "pages" who served him when he
mounted or dismounted from his pony and who held a canopy of
buffalo hides over him, in whose shade he seated himself. 99
Here Noyes bypassed the Taos gossip and the prisoner interrogation as
the source of information on the "little king" and attributed it directly to
Croix. This, however, forced Noyes to eliminate that gossip and the possible exaggerations of third- or fourth-hand mistranslations, and to attribute
the "little king's" alleged authority to cultural diffusion.
After noting, "from Mendinueta's report de Croix inferred that the little
king had died in the raid at Ojo Caliente,"IOO Noyes added in a footnote:
Scholars disagree as to whether or not Cuerno Verde died on this
occasion. Thomas ... believes he did not. John ... on the other hand,
believes that the original chieftain died at Ojo Caliente and that his son
recovered his headdress and replaced him. A careful reading of Thomas'
translation renders her opinion the more persuasive of the twO. IOI
John, as noted above, had offered no evidence for her "opinion"; she had
merely made the assertion.
Susan Dahlberg, 1996
Beginning in the 195os, Los Comanches began to attract the attention of Hispanic literary scholars. 102 Most did not offer new or different historical insights.
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Scholars either followed the published works of Espinosa, Campa, and Noyes,
or raised questions without providing answers. The exception was Susan
Dahlberg, whose "Having the Last Word: Recording the Cost of Conquest in
Los Comanches," published in 1996, widened the historical scope. IOJ
Unfortunately, there are a number of inaccuracies in Dahlberg's version
of the story. Rather than limiting her discussion to the immediate events of
1768-1779, she began her analysis with events during the second governorship of Tomas Velez Cachupfn (1762-1767).104 Dahlberg implied that, during Velez Cachupfn's tenure, a formal treaty was arranged with the
Comanches, with formal conditions and "treaty laws." No such arrangement is recorded in the extant historical documents. Indeed, the earliest
documented "treaty" between Comanches and Spaniards was in 1771 under
Mendinueta. 105 There was no "change of policy" between Velez Cachupfn
and Mendinueta as Dahlberg claims; rather there was a continuity of policy.
In 1763 Velez Cachupfn had reported that, although "the Comanches had
given sign of their peaceful intent, he has taken measures to safeguard the
frontier, ... garrisoned them, with the troop of this province." Five years
later, in 1768, Mendinueta had hopes of "achieving peace with the
Comanche nation," although he was wary of their "reliability." He too established a new garrison, the one at Gjo Caliente. lo6 If anything the "change
of policy" occurred during Anza's administration, when the Spaniards decided on political grounds to make peace with the Comanches to keep Anglo
Americans out of New Mexico. 107
Dahlberg implies that hostilities began with the "five New Mexicans caught
violating treaty laws within a Comanche camp." However, Mendinueta specifically described the incident as "five settlers ... who, against the orders of
the alcalde mayor ... had gone to the rancherfa to carry on a very little trade
... [and] who, in the defense of their own lives, killed four Comanches."lo8
There are no further specifics about the incident to warrant Dahlberg's charge
of "duplicity" on either side. Dahlberg's speculation on the relative ages of
the two Cuerno Verdes was derived from John's assertion (and Noyes's followup) that the leaders of the 1768 and 1779 battles were father and son.
Thomas Kavanagh, 1986, 1996
I must include some of my own writing among the uncritical perpetuation
of the confusion surrounding Los Comanches. In my dissertation, I wrote,
"In 1768, the Comanche chief Cuerno Verde, Green Horn, was killed by
Spanish soldiers at Gio Caliente, north of Santa Fe. His son, also called
Cuerno Verde, led Comanche forces against the Spanish in a war which
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continued off and on for 20 years.... In 1779, Anza attacked and defeated
Cuerno Verde the younger."109 I did not give a citation for the first part of
that quotation, and only peripherally cited Thomas's Forgotten Frontiers for
the second. However, I was clearly influenced by John's presentation.
Ten years later, with additional research and thinking about the problem, I was a little more hesitant. After a more extended overview of the
events, I commented on Cuerno Verde, his father, and Anza. Specifically, I
accepted uncritically the combination of the incident at Ojo Caliente, the
Fernandez and Anza battles, and the play, without questioning the details
of any of them. As shown in this article, the first of those possible links is
based solely on the appearance of the headdress with the green horn. The
second is based on the assumption that Fernandez's fight was "undoubtedly" that of the play; but other than the co-occurrence of the name
Fernandez in both the play and the battle report, there is no evidence to
support the conclusion that his opponent was named Cuerno Verde. In
citing Pena's military record, I uncritically assumed his Cuajantoya to be
the Wahatoya in southern Colorado. Although I also cited Pena's 1790 itinerary, I neither then noted that his expedition had passed the Orejas del
Conejo, nor saw the possible dissonance among his claimed participation
in Fernandez' battle at the Cuajantoya, the other reports placing Fernandez'
battle at the Orejas del Conejo, and his 1790 report. lIO
Furthermore, I did not carry that uncertainty through to later sections of
the book. In discussing events of the early nineteenth century, I stated, "In
August [18°3] 'Cuerno Verde, alias EI Caricortado' Creen Horn or Cut Face
(not to be confused with the three Cuerno Verdes of 1767-79) came to Santa
Fe with news of [a 'Hill of Cold']" (emphasis added).1ll That should have read,
"the three Cuerno Verdes in the literature related to 1768-1779." Historically,
there was only one Cuerno Verde during that period, the one of 1779. Of the
other two, the one from 1768 was in fact nameless, and the one in the play was
fictional and may not have been related to the period 1768-1779 at all.
Interestingly, the date of that Cuerno Verde of 1803 was close to both Pena
(1805) and Pino (1812), but there is no other evidence of a connection. No
further mention of Caricortada arises in ethnohistorical documentation.

Conclusion to Part 1
Four things can be said about these events with certainty. First, in 1768,
during a fight at the new Spanish garrison at Ojo Caliente, New Mexico, a
Comanche warrior wearing a headdress with a green horn was killed. Sec-
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ond, in 1774, Carlos Fernandez of Santa Fe, serving as lieutenant of the
Santa Fe presidial troops, fought a battle with Comanches somewhere on
the plains of eastern New Mexico. Third, in 1777, there was a Comanche
massacre of Nuevomexicanos at Tome (and another in 1778, but for some
reason that one is never mentioned). Finally, in 1779, Gov. Juan Bautista de
Anza fought a battle with Comanches north of New Mexico in which a
Comanche leader, called Cuerno Verde by a captive, was killed; some thirty
years later that man was described (not named) as "Handsome and Brave"
and as a tabivo narityante.
What remains uncertain is whether the Comanche leader of the attack
on Ojo Caliente, the Comanche village attacked by Carlos Fernandez, the
circumstances surrounding the massacres at Tome, and Cuemo Verde (and
Aguila Bolteada) were related beyond a common Comanche linkage. That
a Comanche tekwl:miwapi who mayor may not have been killed at Ojo
Caliente was described as a "little king," probably has to do more with the
Spaniards' perceptions of Comanche leadership than with the realities of
Comanche leadership itself. In addition, the location of Carlos Fernandez's
1774 fight remains unclear- has Guajantolla been confused with Orejas de
Conejo? There is no documentary evidence to support either that the attacks on Tome were part of a broader rampage through the Rio Arriba or
Rio Abajo, or that those attacks were the violent consequences of an unfulfilled marriage contract.
Thus, no documentary evidence proves that the Cuerno Verde of 1779
had "scourged" New Mexico or was even known before Anza's campaign.
Indeed, still unknown are the specific reasons for Anza's campaign and his
choice of route to the north rather than to the east. The necessity that the
route allow the Spanish to avoid detection, "the reason for the failure of
most of the [previous] campaigns," seems to contradict the fact that at least
two campaigns in the summer of 1774 (Fernandez's and one other), as well
as one in 1778, were able to surprise and defeat Comanche forcesYZ
Ultimately, there seems to be no documentary evidence that Los
Comanches was written about any specific historical event. Perhaps clues to
the play's origins can be found through textual evidence from the play itself, a hypothesis that will be tested in the next installment of this article.
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Comanchero
JOSE PIEDAD TAFOYA,

1834-1913

Thomas Merlan and Frances Levine

J

ose Piedad Tafoya is generally known as a comanchero who traded with
the Native people of the Southern Plains during the mid- to late nineteenth century. Born in a New Mexican village on the then far northern
frontier of Mexico, he died in a village scarcely twenty-five miles away in
the new U.S. state of New Mexico. The label comanchero, however, was an
inadequate description of Tafoya, for he was also an army scout, farmer,
rancher, man of property, and family man. Later, like a number of his New
Mexican contemporaries who observed the changing character of territorial New Mexico, he sent his son to be educated at St. Michael's College in
Santa Fe. The purpose here is not only to review an<;l supplement the facts
of Tafoya's life as a comanchero but to offer a biographical essay on a man
whose life spanned two major economic and cultural networks. Tafoya witnessed major geopolitical change, and his responses to that change offer
insights into his times. Tafoya's life tells a story of courageous deeds beyond
the folk legends of the comancheros.
Among the enduring legends of the Southwest, comancheros were New
Mexicans - both Pueblo Indians and Hispanics - who traded with Comanches
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and other tribes on the Southern Plains. They operated between the New
Mexican settlements and plains country in the years from 1786, when the
Spanish colonial government entered into a peace treaty with several
Comanche bands, to 1869, when the majority of Comanche bands living
along the border of Texas and New Mexico reorganized and some were confined to reservations by the U.S. Army. At times Comanche bands were peacefully engaged in trade with New Mexican settlers and governors. In other
instances they were a scourge on the eastern New Mexico frontier.
Frontier historians have called Tafoya the dean or prince of the comancheros.! He is the most famous comanchero in part because of his association
with two other frontier folk heroes - cattle baron Charles Goodnight and U.S.
cavalry commander Col. Ranald S. Mackenzie. In 1893 Tafoya was called to
testify for an Indian depredation claim filed by Goodnight on behalf of the
Goodnight and Loving cattle company. Tafoya's testimony provided valuable
details about the final years of the comanchero trade, and was cited by James
Evetts Haley (1935) in his classic description of the comanchero trade. 2 "He
was a wonder," Goodnight told Haley in 1925.3
Among the sources used by Haley to describe the comanchero trade was
a series of oral histories from men who had served with Colonel Mackenzie
during his campaigns against the Comanches from 1872 to 1874- One of
those sources was Frank Lloyd of Tularosa, New Mexico. Interviewed in

1927, Lloyd recalled that, upon their first meeting, Mackenzie ordered Tafoya
hanged from a wagon tongue until he revealed the Comanches' location.
The colonel relented when the comanchero agreed to lead the Fourth Cavalry to the main Comanche encampment concealed in Palo Duro Canyon.
Lloyd's dramatic account, however, is probably apocryphal 4 To his superiors, Mackenzie described Tafoya as "very reliable," and "brave, intelligent
and sagacious," recognizing the New Mexican's vast knowledge of the Southern Plains and recruiting him as a scout during several decisive campaigns.
He thought enough of Tafoya to keep track of Tafoya's whereabouts, in 1879
asking his superiors to detach Tafoya from duty at Fort Clark and send him
to Mackenzie at Fort Garland, Colorado. He stated that Tafoya had "been
in my employ ... for a number of years" as a scout and added that "it is very
desirable to have him here."5
Trade between the northern Rio Grande region and the Southern Plains
was long-established by the time Hispanic colonists arrived in the new Spanish kingdom of New Mexico at the end of the sixteenth century. The sys-
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tern, well established by late prehistoric times, involved the exchange of
Pueblo Indian agricultural products and pottery for products of Plains hunting cultures. Spanish chroniclers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries mention querechos and vaqueros who lived on the Plains and traveled to
the Rio Grande to exchange their meat, tallow, and hides for the produce of
the New Mexico pueblos. These Indians were probably Athapaskans, as
opposed to ancestors of the Shoshonean-speaking Comanches. 6 Entering
the records of New Mexico history much later, the Comanches clearly
adopted a pattern of regional trade that was of considerable antiquity.
The first documentary references to Comanches in New Mexico date to
1706. Taos Pueblo leaders told Sgt. Maj. Juan de Ulibarri that Utes and
Comanches were coming to raid the pueblo. Gov. Francisco Cuervo yValdes
then reported the threat of hostile Indians, including Comanches, to his
superiors. 7 These communications suggest that the New Mexicans already
knew something of the Comanches but may not have established regular
relations with them. 8
The Comanches had lived on the Northern Plains since the sixteenth
century and were one of the first Plains groups to obtain horses. The
Comanche people consisted of various divisions (also called branches, tribes,
or nations by the Hispanics of the time, but referred to by anthropologists as
bands). By about 1730, Comanches had driven out the Apache peoples who
had ranged on the Southern Plains since prehistoric times. They had occupied a vast area of the Southern Plains including the Texas panhandle and
west Texas, as well as parts of Colorado, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and eastern
New Mexico. The Hispanics called this "Comancherfa." The Comanches
had gained control of the trade between New Mexico and the Plains. By
1735 Comanches were regularly visiting trade fairs in the northern Rio
Grande. About the same time, other Comanches established relations with
French traders from Louisiana and Illinois. 9
The Comanches dominated the Southern Plains and exchanged goods
with traders from all points of the compass. These trading partnerships, an
essential element of Comanche individual and group identity, were protected and extended by the Comanches' great prowess in war-a trait always mentioned by observers-and were facilitated by considerable social
fluidity. Divisions developed, dissolved, and recombined rapidly in response
to trade, subsistence opportunities, and internal sociopolitical events. 1O
Throughout the eighteenth century, trade fairs were held at various New
Mexico pueblos. Spanish law prohibited both Hispanics and Pueblos from
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trading independently with the nomadic peoples, and few Hispanic New
Mexicans had occasion to visit Plains villages. 11 Hispanic trade with the Plains
tribes increased markedly after Gov. Juan Bautista de Anza met with
Comanche leaders at Pecos Pueblo in 1786 to establish a long-lasting peace
treaty, which provided for fairs at the pueblos. A tariff and schedule for the
trade were also among the terms of the treaty.12 The peace was formally
renewed in 1826, 1828, and 1829. Soon after the treaty of 1786, New Mexican
traders - both Hispanic and Pueblo - began traveling to the Plains to trade
with the Comanches. At first the travelers were called just that-viageros.
The word comanchero first appeared in a document dated 1June 1813 noting
the safe return of a party of traders from the Plains to San Miguel del Vado. 13
At the Pecos Pueblo fair in 1786, Comanches traded "more than six hundred hides, many loads of meat and tallow, [and] many riding beasts."14 In
return they received "sugar loaves, maize, tobacco, brandy, guns, ammunition, knives, clothing or coarse cloth, vermillion, mirrors, glass beads, and
other trifles."15 In the 1840s, Comanches traded "furs of all kinds, dressed
buffalo robes, dressed and raw deer skins, dried buffalo tongues, [and] beeswax.''i6 A great deal of trade over time revolved around the exchange of livestock-horses, mules, and, later, cattle.
Captives were another important trade item. Thomas Kavanagh suggests
that the taking and trading of captives functioned as a means of restoring
population numbers after an epidemic. Historical sources document capture as a recruitment method among Plains people, but the literature of
contact documented captives long before historical sources recorded epidemics. News of the taking and trading of captives-mainly women and
children-inspired fear in the Hispanic borderlands communities and later
on the Anglo frontier, yet some captives assimilated into their captor communities, becoming Comanches, Kiowas, or Apaches. l?
Comanches on the Southern Plains were drawn into several converging
international economic spheres as Spanish, French, and U.S. interests established continental boundaries in the nineteenth century. Trade between
New Mexico and Missouri opened in 1821 and grew more lucrative through
the U.S. annexation of New Mexico in 1846. Comanches adroitly played
their position in the geopolitics that engulfed Comancherfa. Many
Comanche bands participated in several kinds of trade: at the government
level on which the Spanish, French, and Americans attempted to control
Comanche movements and amity through official gifting; in formal exchange with private trading posts established in Comancherfa; in opportu-
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nistic trade with caravans, which Comanches may have seen as barter for
access; at trade fairs in Taos and Pecos Pueblos; and finally through the
partnerships of the comanchero trade. Each context gave Comanches access to a variety of trade goods, and each relationship contained powerful
symbols of the Comanches' place in the larger political world. Tobacco,
cloth, beads, buttons, buckles, clothing, mirrors, knives, and axes, while not
of great monetary value in all cases, were symbols that Comanche leaders
displayed and distributed to enhance their status among their own people.
Such items were tangible evidence of their transactions with Europeans. ls
During and after the u.S. Civil War, the Plains Indians made cattle the
preferred commodity in the comanchero exchange, placing the trade in
immediate conflict with the rapidly expanding Anglo frontier. Following
the Civil War, published descriptions of the comancheros became more
numerous than ever before. The depictions express the deep antipathy of
the Anglo Americans toward the traders and their enterprise and, in several
key ways, demonstrate the Anglo failure to understand Comanche power in
the mid-nineteenth century.19
The first Anglo Americans to describe the comanchero trade were traders
who crossed the Plains from Missouri to open and maintain markets in New
Mexico and Chihuahua. Josiah Gregg's description of comancheros whom
he met along the Canadian River in New Mexico in the spring of 1839 illustrates Anglo understanding and misunderstanding of the comanchero trade.
Gregg's sketch remains a popular stereotype of the New Mexican traders:
These parties of Comancheros are composed of the indigent and rude
classes of the frontier villages, who collect together, several times a
year, and launch upon the plains with a few trinkets and trumperies of
all kinds, and perhaps a bag of bread and may-be [sic] another of
pinole, which they barter away to the savages for horses and mules.
The entire stock of an individual trader very seldom exceeds the value
of twenty dollars, with which he is content to wander about for several
months, and glad to return home with a mule or two, as the proceeds
of his traffic. 20
Texas cattleman John Hittson led a raid against New Mexican settlements
on the Pecos River to recover stolen cattle in 1872. Hittson described the
comancheros as "a low desperate class of greasers" employed by prominent
merchants to steal cattle. 21 The descriptions ignore the strategic position of
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Comancherfa in the region and the role that New Mexicans played in
balancing trade relations and access to resources important to continental
economics.

New Mexico in the Mexican Period
Jose Piedad Tafoya was born in La Cuesta (now Villanueva) on the San
Miguel del Vado Grant in 1834- Gov. Fernando Chacon granted the land to
Lorenzo Marquez of Santa Fe and fifty-one of his friends and neighbors in
1794. The settlers asked for land on both sides of the Pecos River at the ford
known as El Vado. By 1800 the settlement of San Miguel del Vado had
superseded Pecos Pueblo as a port of entry to and from the Southern Plains.
Interpreters to the Comanches moved to San Miguel del Vado, and
Comanche traders and buffalo hunters established bases there. After 1815
several families moved down the valley and by 1818 established themselves
at La Cuesta, a high point overlooking the river and the fields. 22 The San
Miguel del Vado Grant was the easternmost settled area of New Mexico,
and La Cuesta was located at its southeastern edge.
The New Mexico into which Jose Tafoya was born was a federal territory
on the northern perimeter of the vast Mexican nation. Mexico launched its
fight for independence from Spain in 1810 and succeeded in 1821. New
Mexico was the largest nucleus of settlement on Mexico's far northern frontier, with a population that grew gradually from 42,000 (including 10,000
Pueblo Indians) in 1821 to 65,000 in 1846. Although both Pueblo and Hispanic New Mexicans were Catholics, the power of the church declined
throughout the Mexican period. On 16 April 1834, about two weeks after
Tafoya was born, the short-lived Gomez Farias government issued a decree
secularizing all the missions in Mexico. In New Mexico, where only five or
six Franciscan missionaries remained, the decree had already been accomplished by neglect and attrition. By about 1840, all the Franciscan missionaries in New Mexico had died 23
Most of New Mexico's people lived at a subsistence level. The gross national product of Mexico fell during the Mexican period to less than half of
what it had been in 1805. In 1832 Antonio Barreiro wrote, "The people [of
New Mexico] are poor and harmless, with no defense whatsoever, with no
soldiers, with no formal treasury, with no constitution, and with no laws to
protect its settlements." Mexico, moreover, was in political turmoil. Between
May 1833 and August 1855 the nation underwent thirty-six changes of fed-
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eral administration. In New Mexico, government signified little in the lives
of the people; the central government was represented only by the federally
appointed governor and a few assistants in Santa Fe, and the alcaldes at the
local leveJ.24
Even during the first days of independence from Spain, foreign trade
influenced New Mexico. The first Santa Fe Trail trader, William Becknell,
reached New Mexico from Missouri in the fall of 1821. Within five years,
U.S. traders had saturated the small New Mexican market and were pushing farther south to Chihuahua. Some traders established posts outside the
limits of the territory. Bent's Fort was established in present-day southern
Colorado during the early 183os, and after 1835 Forts St. Vrain, Vasquez,
Jackson, and Lupton were established on the South Platte in U.S. territory
close to Mexico. 25 As prominent Hispanic families entered the regional trading network, the Santa Fe Trail bound New Mexico ever closer to the United
States, while weakening ties to the mother country.
Col. Albino Perez, a professional soldier, was appointed governor of New
Mexico in 1835 and arrived in Santa Fe on 22 May of that year. The new
centralist government of Pres. Antonio L6pez de Santa Anna ordered him
to institute a departmental plan that imposed a new system of political control and tax collection. New Mexicans disliked the imposition of direct taxation and objected to a governor who came from outside the region. In 1837
a revolt broke out in Rio Arriba. Perez was captured and killed in Agua Fria,
close to the capital at Santa Fe. Manuel Armijo, a member of a family prominent in the trade between Chihuahua and New Mexico, emerged as governor after raising an army to put down the rebellion. 26
Nomadic Indians greatly influenced life in New Mexico. According to
Pedro Bautista Pino, there were thirty-three wild tribes surrounding New
Mexico in 1812. Donaciano Vigil, lieutenant governor under Manuel Armi jo
and subsequently governor at the beginning of the U.S. occupation, remarked
in 1846 that "nearly all the settlements are on the frontier."27 What Vigil
meant was that most of New Mexico was highly vulnerable to attack by
nomadic Indians. Records of the Mexican period demonstrate the widespread fear of sudden In"dian raids. Neither in the fields, on the trails, nor in
the towns was there any security. Between 1828 and 1831 alone, Kiowas,
Comanches, and Pawnees raided near San Miguel, San Jose, El Cerrito, and
Anton Chico. Despite the political unrest and military crisis, New Mexico
grew geographically through the establishment of outlying settlements such
as La Cuesta, and its population increased slowly, as did population numbers
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in Texas and California.2s Demographic and territorial expansion caused
further conflict with the nomadic tribes.
At the time of Tafoya's birth in 1834, New Mexico had weak or declining
governmental and religious institutions. Its strongest institutions were the
extended family, the frontier community, and the land grant, all of which
generally overlapped. Furthermore, the abandonment of Spanish colonial
economic exclusion opened New Mexico to trade with the United Statesthe most influential force of the period.
Jose Piedad Tafoya's Early Years
Tafoya was baptized by Fr. Jose Vicente Chavez in the parish church at San
Miguel del Vado on 4 April 1834. Tafoya was the legitimate child of Cayetano
Tafoya and Encarnacion Herrera. Since other baptisms took place on the
first, second, and sixth of the month, it may be inferred that Tafoya was baptized when only a few days old. Given that the Tafoyas were residents of La
Cuesta, that settlement either had no church or resident priest at that time.
The Tafoyas were a young frontier family. In 1834 Cayetano Tafoya was
about twenty-one years old; his wife Encarnacion, seventeen. They already
had a two-year-old daughter Pelegrina. Son Juan was born in 1836, and daughter Maria in 1839. The family of six was recorded in an 1841 Mexican cen29
SUS. The territorial census of 1850 listed two more daughters in the Tafoya
family: Alfonsa, born in 1845, and Andrea, born in 1847. The Tafoyas had
three additional sons, Jose Ruedecindo [or ReducindoJ (1851), Jose Victorino
(1854), and Isidro (1856).30
We have not yet found any record of the marriage of Cayetano and
Encarnacion in San Miguel del Vado. It is possible that they were married
in Santa Fe, the place of origin for the settlers of the San Miguel del Vado
Grant, or in Pecos. Neither Cayetano nor Encarnacion, however, was old
enough to have been an original grant settler. The 1841 census listed Cayetano
as a labrador; his principal occupation was probably farming. The baptismal record for Victorino Tafoya identifies his paternal grandparents as Antonio Tafoya and Maria Guadalupe Varela, and his maternal grandparents
as Jose de Herrera and Maria Gertrudes Gallegos. None was among the first
settlers of the San Miguel del Vado Grant. Further research may establish
whether they were genizaros (detribalized Indians) or some other mixed
casta (offspring or descendents of racially mixed unions), as were so many
settlers of frontier New Mexico. 31 However, by the time Cayetano and En-
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carnaci6n began having children, casta was no longer a legitimate distinction. All races were considered to be Mexican citizens.
Neither the 1850 nor the 1860 U.S. census lists Cayetano Tafoya, yet baptismal records identify him as the father of Jose Reducindo, born in 1851,
and Jose Victorino, born in 1854 (we have found no baptismal record for the
last son, Isidro). Those absences from and appearances in written records
suggest that Cayetano had left La Cuesta before the taking of the 1850 census but came home from time to time in the 185os. We have found neither
a death record for Cayetano nor any military records that name him. Many
men of San Miguel del Vado served in the Navajo campaign of April 1849,
but Cayetano is not listed on the muster rolls for this expeditionY Burial
records for San Miguel del Vado are neither available for 1847 nor for many
years thereafter. Cayetano may have been in a trade in which few or no
formal records of individuals were maintained. Both the comanchero and
the Santa Fe Trail trade networks are possibilities.
Jose Piedad was seven years old in 1841, the year of the Texan-Santa Fe
Expedition. The expedition, nominally a trading venture, was in fact a plan
to annex New Mexico to Texas, which had revolted and gained independence from Mexico in 1836. George W. Kendall told the story of the capture
of expedition members by New Mexican soldiers near La Cuesta and of
their march south to Chihuahua. Kendall wrote: "Under an escort of some
half dozen men, and followed by a rabble of men, women and children, we
now set off on foot for San Miguel, leaving our well-tried animals in the
hands of the miscreants who had captured us. Arrived at the little.village of
Cuesta, we were marched into the house of the alcalde.... While in this
house we were visited by every woman and child in the place, the former
giving us bread, cheese and stewed pumpkins, and appearing deeply to compassionate us in our unfortunate condition."33 It is likely, then, that Jose
Piedad witnessed the Texas drama unfolding in the Pecos Valley.
In mid-August 1846, during the early months of the Mexican-American
War, the United States occupied and annexed New Mexico. Sen. Thomas
Hart Benton of Missouri noted that preserving the valuable trade between
Missouri and New Mexico was of the greatest importance. Consistent with
this understanding, the Polk administration instructed Brig. Gen. Stephen
W. Kearny, whose Army of the West conquered New Mexico, to establish
temporary civil governments in the captured provinces of northern Mexico,
to retain Mexican officials in service whenever possible, and to ensure
that "trade with the United States was not interrupted under the changed
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conditions."34 American occupation was based not on any policy of assimilation, but primarily on the economic and secondarily on the political interests of the United States.
The 1850 census shows that Jose Piedad was still living at La Cuesta with
his mother, younger brother, older sister, and three younger sisters. If, as we
infer, his father was absent, Jose Piedad was the oldest male in the house.
Since he was then sixteen, he might have been regarded and have considered himself as the head of the household and its main provideL 35
Sometime between 1854 and 1856 Jose Piedad married Marfa Jesusita
Perez. In 1856 they had a son, Juan Bautista. We have no information about
Tafoya's occupation in his mother's household or in his own. Most probably
he was farming. In May 1860, he and Marfa Jesusita had a second son, Jose
de la Cruz. Jose Piedad's life would soon change, and his presence in the
history of New Mexico would be established. 36
The Navajo Campaign of 1860

Although New Mexico's civil governors attempted to establish treaties with
the nomadic tribes, the dominant Indian policy of the United States was
military. Policymakers in Washington, D.C., were indifferent to proposals
for conciliation with the Indians. In summer 1851, Lt. Col. Edwin V. Sumner
came to New Mexico as commander of the Ninth Military Department,
which embraced New Mexico Territory. He and his successors established
the system of forts from which army campaigns and patrols fought the tribes
until the end of Indian hostilities in the mid 1880s. 37
The Utes and Apaches accepted treaties in 1855, yet conflict with Indians grew worse over the next several years. Heavy Navajo depredations in
western New Mexico especially aroused the territory. In August 1860, a
convention met in Santa Fe to organize militia companies. Gov. Abraham
Rencher, Col. Thomas T. Fauntleroy, Supt. Ind. Affs. James L. Collins,
Congressional delegate Miguel A. Otero, and the New Mexico Territorial
Assembly wrangled over how to address the Indian violence and unrest. In
1859 and again in 1860, the Territorial Assembly authorized the formation
of citizen militias, but both Rencher and Fauntleroy refused to issue arms
to these volunteers. Rencher told the Territorial Assembly in February 1860,
"[The] people [of New Mexico] prefer to carryon Indian wars in their own
way, as they were accustomed to under their former government."38
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The volunteer militias, however, were not to be dissuaded by the governor. On 17 September 1860, at the age of twenty-six, Tafoya joined Capt.
Juan N. Gutierrez's regiment of volunteers (one of five in a battalion of
citizen volunteers) for a campaign against the Navajos. He was one of fortyfour citizens who enlisted at San Miguel del Vado. Tafoya brought with
him a horse or horses valued at one hundred dollars and equipment valued
at twenty-five dollars. One hundred dollars was average to low among the
values listed for horses; twenty-five dollars, with the exception of forty dollars for Gutierrez himself, was the highest value listed for equipment. The
valuations and the fact that Tafoya was able to leave his family may suggest
that the Tafoyas were in secure and prosperous circumstances. The requirement that a recruit furnish his own mount and provisions limited the number of volunteers who answered the call for citizen militias. J9
Gutierrez's San Miguel company, with Tafoya riding in the ranks, arrived
in San Ysidro southeast of Jemez Pueblo on 24 September. The entire citizen
battalion mustered for duty shortly thereafter. The volunteers represented the
counties of Santa Fe, Bernalillo, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, and Valencia. Twentyfour officers and 448 men comprised the civilian battalion, while forty Jemez
warriors, led by their governor Francisco Hosta, augmented the force as scouts. 40
Tafoya campaigned deep into Navajo country with the volunteer battalion.
The volunteers marched west by way ofOjo Espiritu and across the Rio Puerco
to the Arroyo de los Torreones. Crossing the continental divide, they passed
the Chacoan site of Pueblo Pintado on 29 September. From there they
marched to the Escavada Wash, into the Chusca-Tunicha range, to Cienega
Grande, Canon Desconocido, and to Fort Defiance. On 15 or 16 October,
members of the volunteer battalion killed Zarcillos Largos, a prominent Navajo medicine man, in Canyon de Chelly.
The militia campaign was both arduous and destructive. The battalion
lost a large number of its horses and mules and operated as far west as the
Hopi villages before turning back in the first week of November. However,
the New Mexicans captured thousands of head of Navajo sheep and about
one hundred Navajo women and children. Only two volunteer deathsone likely the result of appendicitis and the other the consequence of musket wounds received at Ranchos de Albuquerque at the campaign's
end-were recorded by the battalion. Essentially, then, the campaign was a
slaving and raiding party, just what Fauntleroy and the U. S. Army had feared.
Evidently, Governor Rencher had correctly assumed that New Mexicans preferred to conduct Indian wars "in their own way." His reference was
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to the long-standing Nuevomexicano and Pueblo practice ofcapturing Native
slaves and livestock. The U.S. Army's refusal to intervene against the volunteer battalion unwittingly enhanced the operational scope of this practice.
Just about the time the battalion was mustered out, Sec. of War John B.
Floyd expressed "regret" at "reports of a contemplated organization of volunteers to enter the Navajoe [sic] country" and instructed Army authorities
not to permit or assist the effort. 4!

Tafoya, El Comanchero
Tafoya apparently did not serve in the Union volunteers but instead farmed
and traded during the Civil War. In 1864 and 1865 he was living in San
Miguel County and trading with the Comanches goods furnished by Capt.
Edward H. Bergmann, a New Mexico volunteer cavalry officer who commanded Fort Bascom. 42 But the livelihood of the comancheros was increasingly scrutinized by federal authorities and threatened by the U.S. Army.
Brig. Gen. James H. Carleton, the Department of New Mexico's new commander, both intensified the U.S. Army's conflicts with the southwestern
Indians and tried to interdict most traditional Nuevomexicano Indian trade
including that of the comancherosY During fall 1864, Col. Christopher
"Kit" Carson led 335 federal troops and 75 Ute scouts from Fort Bascom
onto the Southern Plains. His target was chiefly the Kiowas, who had been
raiding settlements in eastern New Mexico. His command fought nearly
three thousand Kiowas, Comanches, Apaches, and Arapahos at Adobe Walls
on the Canadian River over several days in late November.
Some federal authorities, Captain Bergmann among them, encouraged
and profited from the trade that they were supposed to regulate or break up.
In 1865 Captain Bergmann convened a board of officers at Fort Bascom to
hear a report delivered by Gregorio Jaramillo in defense of Jose Marfa Armijo
and other comancheros who were accused of illegal trading with the
Comanches. 44 Tafoya, however, operated legally among the Southern Plains
tribes. On 9 October of that year, Felipe Delgado, superintendent ofIndian
affairs for New Mexico, issued Tafoya a permit to trade with the Comanches
for a period of two months. Lorenzo Labadie and Julio Garcia stood as surety.45
Labadie was a veteran Indian agent. In early 1865, he was stationed at Fort
Sumner as agent to the Mescalero!;. On 9 March, however, Labadie was
expelled from the fort on suspicion of stealing government cattle.
In mid-1866 A. B. Norton replaced Felipe Delgado as superintendent of
Indian affairs. With the concurrence of Brigadier General Carleton, Norton
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revoked all permits to trade with the Comanches. In response Lt. Patrick H.
Healey resigned from the Army and went to Washington, D.C., where he
persuaded the commissioner of Indian affairs to grant him and three associates, Charles T. Jennings, E. W. Wood, and Rufus C. Vose, licenses to trade.
Bearing commissioner's licenses, the four men attempted to monopolize
the Comanche trade but shortly discovered that the agent for the Pueblos,
John D. Henderson, was also issuing permits. Before long they found that
they were losing money and sublet their licenses. Jennings established a
trading post at Hatch's Ranch on the Pecos River east of Anton Chico. On 12
August 1867, acting on the stated authority of a "license granted me by the
U.S. Commissioner ofIndian Affairs," he wrote and signed trade authorizations for "BIas Martinis," Julian Padilla, and Jose Tafoya.46
Capt. George W. Letterman, the regular u.s. Army officer now commanding Fort Bascom, wrestled with a complex situation. Some comancheros
were going out to trade without permits. Others, like Tafoya, carried licenses
whose validity Letterman was in no position to dispute directly, although he
was inclined to think that all the comancheros were "smugglers." Letterman
also faced the problem of trying to distinguish between the personal property of the comancheros-including their own weapons-and trade goods.
His troopers compounded the situation by seizing without orders' comanchero
trade goods and property including horses, saddles, whiskey, ammunition,
and bolts of cloth, and selling them to merchants on their own account.
When Letterman instructed his noncommissioned officers to confiscate trade
merchandise going to the Comanches as well as cattle coming back to New
Mexico, and hold them until their ownership could be determined, he believed that the comancheros and possibly his own men were thieves. The
captain told his sergeants to "take copies of their [the comancheros'J licenses or authority whether good or bad." He also explicitly instructed them
not to confiscate personal property- in particular, the firearms the
comancheros claimed to need for their own protection. 47
Some twenty-six years later, during his 1893 deposition in the case of
Charles Goodnight and John W. Sheek v. The United States and the
Comanche Tribe ofIndians, Tafoya stated that he traded with the Comanches
in 1864, 1865, and 1867.48 He had carried at least two permits for different
time periods-one issued by Felipe Delgado in 1865, and the authorization
from Jennings in 1867- According to Tafoya, Captain Bergmann furnished
him with "different kinds of supplies and goods"; Jennings furnished "flour,
baked bread, cloth, calico, domestics, and a lot of different and little articles
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such as could be traded to the Indians, including beads, paints." Their partnership was a share arrangement. Tafoya paid Jennings with cattle and "the
balance" was his profit. R. N. Stevens, the counsel for the defense (the United
States and the Comanche Tribe), said to Tafoya that, although many others
were engaged in the trade, "you done more trading than all the rest of them
put together, didn't you?" Tafoya replied circumspectly, "I don't know. I was
trading all the time, but there was others trading too." Tafoya had helpers
and herders- "my hands" he called them-as did other traders. 49
On 31 August 1867, Captain Letterman wrote to Maj. Cyrus H. DeForrest
at district headquarters in Santa Fe that his men had "intercepted several
parties with horses on their way to the Comanche country to trade, some
with papers from Charles T. Jennings at Hatch's Ranch (who claims authority from Washington to trade with the Comanches) and others without permits of any kind." Letterman elaborated:
I believe nearly all these said traders to be scoundrels who succeed
frequently in smuggling contraband goods through to the Indians and
bringing back stolen cattle in return notwithstanding the efforts of the
military to prevent such practices. Enclosed please find copies of
authority granted by Charles T. Jennings to Jose B. Martinis [sic] who
presented the original paper here the other day while en route to the
Comanche country. I examined the articles and found them to
correspond with the enclosed bill (copies). I am now awaiting orders
from District Headquarters with a view to the final disposition of the
goods seized. 50
During cross-examination at his deposition in 1893, Tafoya was asked,
"Why did you quit?" The old comanchero replied: "The Government troops
got after me, and the Indians got bad. They began killing the people." He
testified that "the soldiers took away over nine hundred head [meaning cattle,
but may also have included some horses] near the Berancos [the landmark
feature and the creek called Barrancas in present-day Quay County, New
Mexico] which I had purchased of the Indians, at Quitaque."51 This incident probably occurred during the trade venture in the fall of 1867, and is
consistent with Captain Letterman's practice of impounding cattle herded
by the comancheros from Texas to New Mexico.
According to the 1870 Territorial Census of San Miguel County, Tafoya
was living at the Ranch ofthe Gallinas Crossing, later called Gallinas Springs
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or Park Springs. Although he apparently located there when he left the
comanchero trade, there is no exact date for Tafoya's arrival because many
San Miguel County records for these years have not survived. The 1870
census shows that Tafoya was the wealthiest Hispanic in the settlement of
thirty-four families. (The largest landowner was an Anglo, James E.
Whitemore.) Tafoya and his wife Marfa Jesus, or Jesusita, had Juan Bautista,
fourteen, and Jose de la Cruz, nine. Tafoya's mother also lived in the settlement with his three youngest brothers, Reducindo, Victorino, and Isidro. 52
In 1871 Marfa Jesus died and was buried at Chaperito, about seven miles up
the Gallinas River from Gallinas Crossing. At the time of her death, son
Jose de la Cruz was attending St. Michael's College in Santa Fe. 53
Tafoya's Service as Army Guide

On 1 March 1874, "Jose Tafolla and horse" were hired at Fort McRae, New
Mexico, at a rate of five dollars per day.54 It is unlikely that Tafoya rode the
two hundred miles from Gallinas Springs to Fort McRae, which was located south of Socorro, about five miles west of the Jornada del Muerto and
three miles east of the Rio Grande, in hopes of being engaged as a scout. He
probably had some business on the Plains or at another fort such as Stanton,
and found it convenient to stop at McRae. He may have had the name of an
officer, such as Lt. H. J. Farnsworth, or a similar word-of-mouth reference
or introduction. At any rate, the quarter~1aster's record details that Tafoya
rode with Farnsworth of the Eighth U.S. Cavalry as a guide from 1 to 18
March. The record, however, contains no information about their whereabouts. Most likely they were chasing or tracking Apaches.
In fall 1874, Tafoya met a man who would influence the rest of his life.
Col. Ranald Slidell Mackenzie of the Fourth U.S. Cavalry noted in his
diary on 7 October: "Broke camp at Daylight, marched about 5 miles and
found six Mexican ox carts, loaded with dried meat, with fifteen men with
carts; three of the Mexicans claimed not to belong to the train and went
with the column as Guides; traveled generally East, rained most of the night
of the 6th. Prairie very bad. Marched in all 15 miles during the day."55 Since
the quartermaster's records show that Tafoya scouted for the Fourth Cavalry
from 7 October to 23 December 1874, he was undoubtedly one of the three
guides. The quartermaster also lists Teodosio Valdez as being hired the same
day. No third man is readily identifiable. One Francisco Tafoya had been
with the troop off and on since 23 August. This initial meeting gave rise to
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the uncorroborated but often repeated story that Mackenzie had Jose Piedad
Tafoya tortured to make him reveal the whereabouts of the Comanches.
Colonel Mackenzie was possibly the post-Civil War army's ablest frontier combat officer and his Fourth Cavalry its best combat regiment. In
December 1870, at the age of thirty, he was given command of the Fourth
Cavalry and ordered to end the resistance of Comanches and Kiowas on the
Texas frontier and drive them onto the Fort Sill Reservation in Indian Territory. In subsequent campaigns in west Texas and on the Llano Estacado,
Mackenzie noted the cart trails made by the comancheros operating from
the Pecos frontier of New Mexico. Although Mackenzie's 1871 campaigns,
which ended in November, captured no Kiowa or Comanche bands, the
young colonel learned hard truths about Plains warfare and led United States
troops onto the Llano for the first time.
Mackenzie would not let the Kiowas and Comanches rest. Establishing
a supply camp on the Freshwater Fork of the Brazos River in spring 1872, he
invaded Native sanctuaries throughout the Texas Panhandle, trading ground
well known to comancheros since the late eighteenth century. In August he
and the Fourth crossed the Llano twice, guided by Apolonio Ortiz, a
comanchero from La Cuesta, who had been captured by regulars that spring.
Ortiz admitted that many New Mexicans were stealing Texas cattle.
In February of 1873, Mackenzie and his Fourth Cavalry were ordered to
the Texas border. From Fort Clark, Mackenzie staged a raid against a
Kickapoo and Lipan camp eighty miles inside Mexico. This military excursion spurred diplomatic exchanges between the Mexican and U.S. governments. The Mexican minister to Washington made a rather mild protest,
offering joint operations against lawbreakers, but insisting that Mexican sovereignty be respected. 56
On 27 June 1874, Comanches and Cheyennes attacked a party of buffalo
hunters at Adobe Walls on the Canadian? This was the beginning of the
last attempt by the Southern Plains nomads to drive back the encroaching
settlers and hunters. Mackenzie and the Fourth Cavalry were ordered back to
north Texas in July. His scouts in this campaign included Seminole Negroes. 58
On the morning of 28 September 1874, Mackenzie led his command
into Palo Duro Canyon and destroyed a large Comanche camp, capturing
the Indians' horses. On the following day he ordered most of these-over a
thousand head-shot near Tule Canyon. 59 This engagement and the following marches in pursuit of the defeated Comanches brought the Red
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River War to an end. On 7 October, Mackenzie and his command were
heading northeast away from the canyon. There had been two full days of
rain, and most of the troopers were leading their horses in the mud. In the
immensity of the Llano, they met the New Mexicans with their wagonloads
of dried meat.
According to Frank Lloyd, he had hanged "Old Tefowa" twice on a wagon
tongue to make him reveal the whereabouts of the Indians. This story is
repeated over and over in the literature but is probably a fabrication. 60 Lloyd
puts this incident before the killing of the horses at Tule Canyon. He also
says the abuse took place at night and that Mackenzie personally assisted
him to torture Tafoya. The story is inherently improbable, full of inaccuracies and entirely out of character as regards Mackenzie.
Likely realizing that the comanchero trade had finally come to an end,
Tafoya went to work for the U.S. Army, whose purchases of crops, livestock,
goods, and services subsidized the incomes of thousands of Hispanic and
Anglo southwesterners in the late nineteenth century. Army records show
that Tafoya continued to serve as a guide or scout in various Southern Plains
campaigns until January 1876, when he reported for duty at Fort Sill, which
was commanded by Mackenzie. When the Department of War later transferred the Fourth to Nebraska and then Colorado, Mackenzie tried several
times to have Tafoya assigned to his command. Gaps in Tafoya's service
records make difficult determining whether such a transfer ever took place.
Tafoya was definitely employed at Fort Sill January-September 1876 and
August 18n-March 1878.61 However, when Tafoya filed for a military pension in 1902, he stated that he had been seriously injured in a fall from a
horse on 18 December 1876 while in s"ervice at Fort Sill.
From May 1879 to May 1880 Tafoya is listed as a corporal in the company
of Seminole-Negro scouts at Fort Clark, Texas. His enlistment record states
that Jose Tafoya was forty-one years old at his date of enlistment on 8 May
1879 (in fact, he was forty-five). His enlistment was for one year. He was
described as having black eyes, black hair, a dark complexion, and being
five feet, ten inches tall. He was discharged on 7 May 1880 at Fort Clark. 62
Lt. John L. Bullis of the Twenty-Fourth Infantry mentions Tafoya in his
report of a scouting mission that took place between 3l January 1879 and 19
April 1879. In a period of eighty days, his command of thirty-nine SeminoleNegro scouts, three Lipan Apaches, "one Mexican packer- Jose Tafoya,"
two officers (Bullis and Lt. J. D. Sharp), and a surgeon marched 1,266 miles
from near Fort Clark, Texas, to Fort Stanton, New Mexico, and back, in
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pursuit of Mescalero Apache raiders, whom they never saw. According to
Bullis, the Mescalero agent, whom they visited at the Mescalero Indian
Agency, promised to turn the Indians over to him but never did so. This
epic pursuit, during which the party lost numerous pack animals and suffered severely from thirst, is still remembered by the descendants of the
Seminole scoutS. 6l
Over the next two and a half years Tafoya intermittently served as a contract scout and alternatively as a regularly enlisted soldier.64 He remained in
Texas into 1882, serving at Cantonment Pena Colorado, Fort Ringgold, and
Fort Davis. In March 1882, he was transferred to Fort Selden, New Mexico.
The following month, Tafoya was reassigned to Fort Stanton, New Mexico,
where he was discharged in the fall of 1882.
Tafoya-Later Years

Tafoya returned to San Miguel County, which was very different from the
frontier into which he had been born half a century before. The railroad
had replaced the comanchero trails and the Santa Fe Trail as the main
supply routes across the Plains. The era of industrial capitalism had begun.
Settlement patterns changed, following the rail lines, rather than the stream
systems. The federal government had established reservations for all nomadic Indians.
In 1886, at the age of fifty-two, Tafoya married Teresa Gonzales y Baca, a
twenty-one-year-old mother of three. He appears next in the 1892 records of
the San Miguel County Assessor. Tafoya was then living in El Aguilar, another name for Gallinas Springs or Park Springs. 65 Soon thereafter, in June
1893, he was deposed in the Goodnight-Loving depredation case. Tafoya
gave his occupation as sheep rancher. According to an assistant attorney
general assigned to the case, Tafoya's testimony supported Goodnight's claim
that his cattle had been stolen by Comanches. The assistant attorney general also commented that he had never met a Mexican whom he could
believe under oath. 66
In May 1902, Tafoya filed a claim for a military pension, citing injuries
sustained while breaking horses at Fort Sill."7 The Pension Office found, on
the basis of Tafoya's dates of service, that he did not qualify for a pension.
He reapplied in 1908. We have no record of a response to this application.
Tafoya died on 23 June 1913 at Park Springs, New Mexico, and was buried
there the following day.
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Tafoya's family continued to press for a pension to support his widow.
Finally, in 1929, after a series of field investigations to determine her moral
character, Teresa Baca y Tafoya was granted a pension of thirty dollars per
month. The field investigator noted that Mrs. Tafoya had a good reputation
among the neighbors, "but all are Mexicans," he disparagingly observed. 68
She received this pension until her death in 1938.
Conclusion
Tafoya's life was the stuff of legend, however fragmentary and mundane the
written record. His military service was rewarded with a small pension,
awarded to his wife after twenty-seven years of applications, and when Tafoya
himself had been dead for sixteen years. Tafoya, as husband and father,
professional scout, soldier, and man of property, bears no resemblance to
the stereotype of the comanchero. An American trying to improve his condition and adapt to changing times, he applied special knowledge and skills
to frontier circumstances. Although Tafoya served in wars and military campaigns, survived in lawless regions, and undoubtedly saw much cruelty and
crime, witnesses characterized him as "honest" and "reliable." His life seems
most remarkable for the absence of the transgressions often associated with
the term comanchero.
The comanchero trade was important to both New Mexicans and Plains
Indians. On 13 July 1851, Bvt. Col. John Munroe, commanding the Department of New Mexico, reported to the adjutant general in Washington that
New Mexicans evidently did not "[desire] that the Indians should be disturbed.... I am forced to the conclusion that there is a feeling among the
Mexicans towards Americans, at least negative in its character, and a positive friendly one towards the Indians."69 Munroe, like the Santa Fe traders
and the generation of military men who followed him, tended to condemn
the accommodation between the Plains Indians and New Mexicans without attempting to understand the relationship.
Tafoya told the court in 1893 that he could neither read nor write. We
have no letter or diary from his hand. He speaks to us only in a U.S. court
record. "Are you part Indian?" R. N. Stevens asked Tafoya.7° The attorney
was likely attempting to divine Tafoya's loyalties and to test his veracity as
well as his particular knowledge of the matter at hand. Tafoya answered no.
"What are you?" Stevens pursued. "Mexican," Tafoya answered. In all probability Tafoya was a mestizo-that is, "part Indian," but it is unlikely that he
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thought in those terms. Culturally, he was Hispanic, and he probably used
the ethnic label Mexican in that sense and perhaps also in the Anglo sensethat he was not an Anglo. In 1860, when Tafoya joined the volunteer militia,
he enlisted as a Hispanic to serve among other Hispanics. Yet in 1879, he
joined a unit of Seminole-Negro scouts, in effect joining the Indians, evidently because, in the eyes of the Anglo-dominated Army, he was neither
Anglo nor White.
During his years as a comanchero, Tafoya traded with the Comanches in
apparent amity. He served Captain Bergmann, who was supposed to prevent the comahchero trade but instead connived in it, and accepted an authorization from Charles D. Jennings, who tried to monopolize that trade.
When some of Tafoya's cattle were confiscated and the Comanches began
their last war against the Whites, he quietly withdrew to New Mexico. Later,
he served the United States as a soldier and scout with apparent loyalty and
good faith.
What, then, did Tafoya think, and where did his loyalties lie? We are left
with the obvious: among the mixed motives and conflicting ideas about
race and identity of those around him, he followed a course both practical
and fatalistic. His enduring loyalty was to his family and his patria chica,
that small region of the upper Rio Pecos where he was born and died. As we
noted above, community and family were the strongest institutions into which
he was born. He wandered far but always came home-highly typical New
Mexican behavior then and now. At different times in Tafoya's life, men in
authority assigned him not only work to be done but an ethnic identity to go
with it. He seems to have accepted all this in his own way and to have
benefited from it more often than not.
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Constructing Comanche Pasts
PUBLIC MEMORY AND THE CUERNO VERDE REST AREA,
COLORADO CITY, COLORADO

Douglas Seefeldt

T

wenty-five miles south of Pueblo, Colorado, where the southern plains
meet the foothills, sits the community of Colorado City. Situated in
the shadow of the southern Rockies' Wet Mountains, the Greater Greenhorn
Valley is currently home to five thousand people, fifteen hundred of whom
live in Colorado City proper. Here, at exit seventy-four on Interstate 25, stands
the pride of the Colorado Department of Transportation (COOT), the $2.7
million dollar Cuerno Verde Rest Area. The design and landscaping of this
rest area set it apart from other such facilities; for example, the Plains Indianinspired design elements that the architects incorporated into the facility, and
the flag proclaiming "Comanche Nation Lords of the Southern Plains" that
accompanies the Colorado State flag and the Stars and Stripes.
What at first might seem to be merely an odd combination of appropriated history and modern convenience, upon closer study reveals a sterling
manifestation of public memory making in the late-tweritieth-century American West. During the planning phase, the rest area's visual design and its

The author thanks John Aguilar, Ken Conyers, Gregg G'argan, Toni Gatzen, Dianna Litvak, Sally
Pearce, Joan Pi namont, Noreen Riffe, Dan Gelo, Marvin Brown, Kathleen Cassidy, David F.
Halaas, Jack McCrory, Joyce Newberry, Paul Nikolai, Wallace Coffey, and Thomas Blackstar.
Douglas Seefeldt is Assistant Professor of History at the University of Nebraska in Lincoln. He is
the author of"Ofiate's Foot: Histories, Landscapes, and Contested Memories in the Southwest,"
in Across the Continent: Jefferson, Lewis and Clark, and the Making of America, which he coedited with Peter S. Onuf and Jeffrey L. Hantman (University ofYirginia Press, 2005)·
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historical markers became the topic of fierce debate between historians,
designers, and highway officials. The complex negotiation between these
groups is represented in the final draft of the facility's historical markers and
serves as a cautionary tale of the pitfalls inherent in interpreting the past for
the public. Although local interests, like those of the Greenhorn Valley
Chamber of Commerce, are often the primary impetus behind the development of public memory activities, public officials and designers in control of the memory-making process usually look to historians and other experts
to validate their perspective on the past. Ultimately, the Cuerno Verde Rest
Area is more than just a place to pull off the highway to use the restroom or
stretch your legs. Those involved in designing, constructing, and dedicating
the facility shaped public memory by weaving fluid moments from the
region's past, present, and future into a static new story told in concrete,
fiberglass, and steel.
Diverse populations of humans have created distinct places throughout
the vast southern Plains landscape. Prior to the arrival of Spaniards, and
even before the appearance of various Apache groups in the early sixteenth
century, the people who paused while passing through the region were predominantly hunter-gatherers and limited agriculturalists. 1 During the era of
Spanish rule in this region (1598-1680 and 1693-1821), colonial officials considered the Province of Nuevo Mexico a buffer zone between the Indios
Barbaros-the multitude of hostile Apache, Navajo, Ute, and Comanche
bands who roamed the far northern frontier-and the larger Spanish population centers and mining districts of northern New Spain. Over the course
of the past two decades, scholarship on the Comanches, or the N1/lrn1/l111/ll/l
(the Comanche word for "the People"), has grown in sophistication and
substance. 2 While academics still disagree as to the timing of the split, the
most recent works agree that the Comanches broke off from the western
basin and range Shoshonean populations and began to occupy the southern Plains area by at least the late seventeenth century.3 Moving rapidly over
the southern Plains, the Comanches reached northern New Spain and entered the Spanish historical record by 1706, and eventually controlled an area
known to the Spanish colonials as the Cornancheria. The Comancheria
stretched from the Arkansas River Valley in present-day Colorado and Kansas, through northern New Mexico and western Oklahoma, down through
the Staked Plains of present-day eastern New Mexico and Texas's panhandle,
and all the way down through the Texas Rolling Plains and Hill Country to
the South Texas Plains. For over one hundred years, from the mid-eighteenth
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century to the late nineteenth century, the Comanche people controlled
this vast region, shaping its landscape and its history. While occupying this
territory, Comanches came into increasing contact with Spaniards, and,
consequently, emerge in Spanish reports and literature.
Between 1768 and 1779 a series of Comanche leaders called Cuerno
Verde, or Green Horn, appeared in reports of several eighteenth-century
skirmishes in northern New Mexico. The first occurred on 30 August 1768
at Ojo Caliente, where "one who wore as a device a green horn on his
forehead, fixed in a headdress or on a tanned leather headpiece" was killed
by townspeople defending their plaza. 4 The second clash, led by Don Carlos
Fernandez, occurred in 1777, and the third battle, led by Lt.-Col. Juan
Bautista de Anza, took place in 1779. 5 The final event proved to be the end
of the mortal Cuerno Verde figure and the beginning of an enduring legacy
that lives on to this day throughout the region. The Spanish-speaking villagers of what is now northern New Mexico and southern Colorado almost
immediately canonized the legendary Cuerno Verde's demise in drama.
From between 1779 and 1800 to the present, the 515 octosyllabic verses of
Los Comanches have been regularly performed by actors on horseback at
Taos and elsewhere throughout the far northern region of what was New
Spain. From the Old World tradition of Los Moros, with its mounted reenactments of the jousts between Moors and Christians performed frequently
in Spain and its colonies, came a New World variation: Moors were replaced with Comanches and Christians with an army of soldiers, settler~;
and Indian allies. 6 In the years immediately following the demise of the last
Cuerno Verde, Spaniards and Comanches developed improved trading relations that led to a peace treaty and pledge of allegiance in 1786. During
this period, these former adversaries came together to defend sedentary
Comanches and New Mexican settlers against marauding Apaches, and even
collaborated to construct a permanent village settlement for the Jupe band
along the Arkansas River. 7
During the last three decades of Spanish control and the end of the era
of Mexican rule in the region (1821-1846), the area where Colorado City
stands today had yet to be permanently settled by significant numbers of
U.S. citizens. But that did not mean that it was uninhabited. In 1843, New
Mexico governor Manuel Armijo granted some four million acres, in what
became known as the Las Animas Grant, to Taos justice of the peace Cornelio
Vigil and Ceran St. Vrain, trapper and trading partner of Charles Bent. The
first attempts at homesteading on this grant failed, but, as evidenced by the
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multitude of Spanish place names, Hispanos had also settled in the area,
preempting land on the Vigil-St. Vrain grant.
More than a century later, the 4,1Oo-acre community of Colorado City
became the latest in the 7,ooo-year-oldlegacy of place-making in the area.
The city is an example of how history, myth, and culture are readily written
into planned communities and commodified to sell that product; further,
Colorado City is an important phase in the construction of public memory
in the region. 9 In 1962, journalist and local historian Ralph Taylor announced
that "the new Colorado City, 25 miles south of Pueblo, will perpetuate the
historic name but will not necessarily make an attempt to assemble the lore
of the Western pioneers." In fact, contrary to Taylor's statement, western
imagery would become central to the identity of Colorado City. Part of the
"lore of the western pioneers" had already been assembled when the developers revived the century-old name of the first capitol of the Colorado Territory, and Taylor and other town boosters played key roles in shaping both
the town's landscape and its identity. In January 1963, when president of the
development company, N. K. Mendelsohn, shared his intentions for Colorado City with the press, he too spoke of the past: "This whole region has
lived for a long time. Its history predates Colorado by a long time. What we
will do is change the country as little as possible, but to let [it] go on living
for 10,000 families who enjoy the abundance of Colorado's natural assets."ID
By 1973, the community had more than doubled in size to an area of 9,931
acres, with a population of 890 residents. Despite a great deal of favorable
publicity, Colorado City was not the success its developers had hoped it
would be. Rather than local industry, which never thrived, it was Interstate
25 that allowed this bedroom community to exist. 1I
Today the interstate serves as a lifeline for tourists as well as the area's
bedroom community commuters. First proposed in 1981, the new Cuerno
Verde Rest Area at the interchange of Interstate 25 and Colorado State
Highway 165 at Colorado City was intended to replace the old 1950S
Brantzell median rest area with "a unique modern facility that portrays
Colorado's historical and cultural heritage." By 1993 the local Chamber
of Commerce and a committee of residents recommended the name for
the rest area, and a facility was designed that would contain interpretive
markers, hiking trails, picnic areas, and an information booth staffed by
volunteers. COOT professed most ambitiously that the Cuerno Verde Rest
Area would play an important role in promoting a positive image of Colorado to the state's visitors 12
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VIEW OF CUERNO VERDE REST AREA

(Photograph by Gregg Gargan courtesy Colorado Department
Transportation, Denver)

of

Recent Colorado City brochures and Greenhorn Valley Chamber of
Commerce promotional materials prominently feature recreation, the
Comanche leader Cuerno Verde, and the slogan, "the way Colorado used
to be." Each of these themes are present in the larger purpose behind the
rest area project: to serve as a gateway to the region's scenic attractions.
Located at the intersection of two highways, the facility serves as a link to
the greater Greenhorn Valley and the mountain communities situated to
the west of this busy modern migration route. The Frontier Pathways Scenic Byway, dedicated in February 1996, 'uses the Cuerno Verde Rest Area as
its southern gateway. This Byway is a 103-mile highway tour through the
high plains and mountain valleys, connecting Pueblo on the north, Westcliffe
to the west, and Colorado City to the south. Designed to increase tourism
by promoting regional history and natural features, Scenic Byways have been
created throughout the country since the program's inception in 1988. Following the lead of the very successful National Forest Service Scenic Byways
Program and the National Park Service Scenic Byways Program, Colorado's
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program was one of the first in the nation, and according to one recent report,
is seen as a model program by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)Y
Although the byways program requires that local byway partnership groups
work closely with several federal and state agencies-including the U.S.
Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, National Park Service, Colorado Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation, and Colorado Division of
Wildlife-COOT serves as the lead administrative agency, coordinating the
grant program and tracking the project's progress. H The Colorado Historical Society (CHS) is also a key partner in the Colorado Scenic and Historic
Byways Program. In describing the Colorado City section of the route as
one would encounter it from the west, a Frontier Pathways Scenic Byway
brochure written by the historical society contributed to the development
of the area's historical identity by featuring romantic landscape imagery and
explicit references to the historical Cuerno Verde and the new rest area:
Descending from Lake Isabel on [Highway] 165, you catch beautiful
views of the high plains stretching endlessly to the east, little changed
from the days when buffalo and the Arapaho, Comanche and Apache
made this area their home. As you enter the Greenhorn Valley and the
end of the tour (or, conversely, the beginning), you pass Greenhorn
Peak, site of the famous 1779 battle between Comanche Chief
Greenhorn and Spanish Governor de Anza. Byway information, as
well as information about the region and Colorado, will be available at
the new Cuerno Verde Rest Stop at the junction of 165 and interstate

25 at Colorado City.J5
In 1993, the Parsons Transportation Group design firm of Denver, Colorado, won the design contract for the rest area project. In their proposal, the
designers explained that "the interpretive markers included in this design
are intended to give the rest area visitor a better understanding of the regional history and natural features of the site." Further, they contended the
markers were, excellent opportunities "to educate the traveling public about
Colorado's diverse history." To achieve this educational goal, the architects
proposed six interpretive markers on the following topics: "Mountain Views"
depicted prominent mountain views, "Prairie" detailed the native prairie
landscape and regional ecosystem, "Santa Fe Trail" gave the history of the
Santa Fe and Taos Trails, "Cuerno Verde" introduced the Comanche leader
and his tribe, "Where You Are Walking" explained the Indian-inspired tipi
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and buffalo paving designs that would make up part of the rest area's walkway, and "Civil War Conflict in Colorado" sketched the history of the Civil
War in the state. J6 The fourth and fifth markers are directly related to the
rest area's namesake and made the most obvious contribution to the overall
design scheme. The "Cuemo Verde" and "Where You Are Walking" markers also became the focus of contention between the designer, landscape
architect Paul Nikolai, and Dr. David F. Halaas, Chief Historian for the
Colorado Historical Society. Ultimately, the tumultuous relationship that
developed between these groups delayed the project to such an extent that
the plaques were not completed in time for the dedication of the facility.
From the beginning of the interpretive marker project, the design team
sought advice from the CHS as to the historical content of the marker text. 17
Designers, COOT, and the CHS wanted the marker texts to attract the attention of the millions of travelers who were projected to pause to use the
facility. This was no easy task, for travelers, as Halaas cautioned, "are a hard
sell" because, "[t]hey are a highly sophisticated lot conditioned by years of
watching high-tech TV ads. We have only seconds to grab their attention. If
we don't, they will never stop at another marker."J·
The lengthy discussions between designers, architects, and historians
began in 1994. In a design meeting held on 7 March, the COOT and CHS
representatives suggested that the designers consult subject matter experts
for help with the marker text. It was at this time that the design team contacted the Comanche Nation and other Colorado state agency interpretive
planners to ask them to serve as consultants I9 In the meantime, the designers presented their first draft of the text and graphics for the six interpretive
markers to COOT representatives.
The difficult year-and-a-half negotiation of the text and imagery to be
depicted on these plaques can be seen as a lesson in how artistic license and
history can conflict in the interpretation of the past. Nikolai's initial draft of
the "Cuemo Verde" marker text contained an account of the August 1779
battle between Governor Anza and the Comanche leader, a general description of Comanche lifestyle, and a biographical sketch of the rest area's
namesake. This text made reference to "Chief" Greenhorn's "monstrous
headdress;" it related Anza's characterization of him as "the cruel scourge
of this Kingdom," and pronounced Cuerno Verde as "the most notorious
Comanche raider of his time."2o This passage, and the rude sketch of Cuerno
Verde and his infamous helmet that accompanied it, combined to present
little more than the kind 'of stereotypical violent "savage" figure that bedevils much of popular Indian history.
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The minutes for this meeting suggest that although the drafts of all
the marker texts were too long and
some contained factual and stylistic
errors, COOT and CHS representatives concluded that "the text was
good and didn't require much editing." However, Dianna Litvak, the
CHS official present at all of the interpretive marker planning meetings, recommended adding Indian
history experts, including a representative of the Comanche tribe, to the
designers' brieflist of reviewers. This
meeting also contained the first refererice to the idea of adding a flagpole that would fly the Comanche
flag in front of the facility.zl
The text of the interpretive markers was the topic of a follow-up meet1932 STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF
COLORADO CUERNO VERDE (GREENHORN)
PLAQUE, GREENHORN MEADOWS PARK,
COLORADO CITY, COLORADO

(Photograph by author)

ing held on 31 March 1994 between
the design team and the CI-!"S representatives, which this time included Chief Historian Halaas. Here

Halaas "stressed the importance of
review by reputable historians with experience in the proposed topics." He
suggested many factual changes, presented a Forest Service Santa Fe Trail
interpretive marker project as a model, offered a list of other books to consult, and suggested experts to contact. Halaas's primary objections to the
"Cuerno Verde" marker text concerned reference to the Comanche's "unmatched horsemanship," and the draft's claim that they were considered
"the best light calvary [sic] in the world." According to Halaas, "many of the
Plains Indian tribes were excellent horsemen." He also suggested that the text
better develop the Spanish era in southern Colorado and northern New
Mexico to provide context for the marker's treatment of the confrontation
between Governor Anza and Cuerno Verde. zz
The design team followed up on those suggestions and sent out a set of
letters to subject matter experts including Comanche Tribal Chairman
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WalIace Coffey; John KesselI, editor of the Vargas Project for the Museum
of New Mexico; and Merrill Mattes, retired Chief of Historic Preservation
for the National Park Service. The CHS contacted Jay Reed, Interpretive
Planner for the Colorado Department of Natural Areas. Each of the designers' letters contained similarly worded requests for advice. For example, one
letter read, "Unfortunately, we are not historians or experts on the Comanche;
that is why your help in reviewing this text is so valuable." The designers'
goal was clearly stated in these letters through language such as, "The
Comanche were a large part of the history of this region. It is our hope that
through the design of this facility and the interpretive markers, a realistic
image of the culture and history of the Comanche-and alI Plains Indianscan be achieved."z3
By mid-May 1994, the designers had submitted a second draft of the marker
text to COOT representatives. This version included revisions made by
approximately half of the subject matter experts consulted in April. The
designers compiled these comments, both written and oral, into a memorandum. Comanche Nation representative Edward Tahhahwah asked if it
would be possible for the marker to depict a two-horned war bonnet rather
than the one-horned version that adorned the drawing of the Cuerno Verde
figure. To this the designers replied that "there was probably not room for
that, and the single-horn~dbonnet was shown to give the visitor as accurate
a depiction of Cuerno Verde's war bonnet as possible." Tahhahwah was also
concerned that the Comanches be portrayed as more than just the Plains
Indians who drove the Apaches from the region, and that their cooperative
relationships with other tribes who lived in Comanche territory be highlighted as well. John L. KesselI, then associate professor of history at the
University of New Mexico, pointed out some factual errors on the Cuerno
Verde marker text, such as the reference to Anza as "Territorial Governor"
and the improper use of de Anza as a shortened reference, rather than Anza.
Halaas suggested revision of the tipi and buffalo symbols marker, "The Story
Beneath Your Feet," to included the adaptation of the tipi and travois to the
Plains Indian lifestyle and to better explain the horse economy of the perioeJ.24
As the interpretive marker text and graphic designs were being revised,
the Pueblo County Historical Society entered into the conversation to add
yet another vision for the project. On 11 April 1994, the president of the
society, George R. WilIiams, sent a letter to COOT Regional Transportation Director Kenneth Conyers noting that he had recently attended a meeting of the Pueblo Chamber of Commerce in which the rilerits of day trips
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to historical sites located between Pueblo and the Colorado City area were
discussed as a means to enhance tourism. He also requested information
about the new historical markers planned for the rest area project and any
COOT plans for relocating the existing "Colorado and the Civil War" marker
that stood at the old Brantzell rest area. Williams also informed Conyers that
the Pueblo County Historical Society was in the process of compiling an
inventory of the nearly two hundred historical markers and memorials in the
county and that he wanted to be sure the changes caused by the Cuerno
Verde Rest Area were reflected in their soon-to-be published directory. Conyers
informed Williams that the rest area would have six new interpretive markers
and that the old Civil War marker would not be relocated, but left at the site
of the old rest area. He also pledged to send copies of the marker texts to the
Pueblo County Historical Society as soon as they were approved 25
Perhaps in an attempt to correct an unintentional oversight, the design
team quickly contacted the Pueblo County Historical Society and asked
the organization to participate in the review of the proposed marker texts
and graphics. One week later, Williams replied to the designers with a letter
listing errors. He also attached the comments of retired anthropology professor William Buckles of the University of Southern Colorado, who Williams had asked to look at the marker text. Even though the society had only
recently become part of the review process, Williams urged the designers to
"utilize the attached comments and corrections and improve the credibility
and content of the final product. An adjustment to the project time line
would be much better than installing incorrect information and/or maps."26
Buckles's detailed comments for each proposed marker contained both
subjective and objective criticism; the former tending toward stylistic choices
and the latter concerning points of fact. Regarding the "Cuerno Verde"
marker text, Buckles contributed additional specific demographic information for Comanches and other Plains Indians in the region, but he also
objected to the tone of some of the language used by the designers writing;
"uses of words such as 'notorious,' 'monstrous,' 'looting,' etc. for Greenhorn
and the Comanche [sic] are not very good choices of names, and may be
insults to the Comanche. Perhaps 'famous,' 'raiding,' etc. are better choices of
words." Buckles also contested the depiction ofAnza's route on the proposed
map and the number of Comanches involved in the battle, citing Buckles's
own work on Anza's account as evidence for these inaccuracies. The anthropologist criticized "The Story Beneath Your Feet" marker text as generic in its descriptions of the buffalo and tipi symbols, which did not refer
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specifically to Comanches. He also took exception to the tone of the text,
recommending "toning down these romantic statements and emphasizing
instead the importances [sic] of bison in the economies, annual rounds of
activities (fall and spring hunts), etc."27
In hindsight, it is clear that as the list of constituents in the creation of
public memory at the Cuerno Verde Rest Area continued to grow, the questions over the interpretive markers escalated and the debate only became
more contentious. The second interpretive marker review meeting between
the design team and the CHS representatives in early June 1994 was, according to one disgruntled participant, "a marathon meeting of over three
hours" that left both sides frustrated. The meeting began with the designers
and the CHS exhibits curator discussing the potential marker materials and
graphic design features. The discussion then shifted to the specifics of marker
text and graphics. Everyone was concerned with focusing the text more
clearly and cutting the length. New information from the Colorado Division ofWildlife expert was presented for the "Mountain Views" and "Shortgrass Prairie" markers. Chief Historian Halaas suggested replacing the last
paragraph on the geology of the ancestral Rocky Mountains, which eroded
some sixty million years ago, on the basis that the passage would not be
useful to visitors who did not care about the first Rocky Mountains. On the
other hand, Nikolai argued, "Not everyone visiting the rest area would solely
be interested in history and many might enjoy knowing the bigger picture of
how this site and the mountains that draw people to Colorado were formed."z
The most contentious topics, however, were still 'The Story Beneath Your
Feet" and the "Cuerno Verde" markers. Everything about the markers received attention, from the mundane details, such as how to spell "tipi," to
larger interpretive concerns, such as how the travois was not "a clever hunting
tool" but rather a significant mode of transportation for these Plains peoples.
The minutes of the meeting record how the CHS representatives walked the
designers "through the importance and process of Plains Indians [sic] drawing and artwork. Pointing out that the decorations weren't typically symbols,
but recollections and stories of a warrior's life and events." The main objection to the "Cuerno Verde" marker was Halaas's recommendation not to put
a face with the Greenhorn headdress image to avoid depicting a facial expression that might offend a rest area patron. Halaas corrected the designer's use
ofsingular tribal names-it is more appropriate to use plurals (i.e., Comanches
rather than Comanche). He also asked that words such as "most notorious,"
"monstrous," and "looting" be replaced by less prejudicial terms such as "most
well known," "distinctive," and "raiding."29
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Not surprisingly, COOT, the designers, and the historians each had different sets of standards for textual content, standards that contributed to the
ongoing misunderstandings. To the COOT officials, the new rest area was
more than simply an improvement over the portable toilets that made up the
old Brantzell median rest area originally built in the 1950S with the Interstate
Highway. COOT intended that the new multi-million dollar facility's landscaping, picnic areas, and hiking trails would serve both as a destination for
the residents of Colorado City and as a gateway for the millions of tourists
who pass through each year. 30 To Paul Nikolai and the design team, the interpretive markers were intended to convey a sense or feeling of appreciation for
the region's history and landscape in a way that allowed visitors to take home
"more than just a postcard." To Halaas and the CHS, the objective was more
pedantic. The actual degree of difference became clear a week later when
Halaas sent a letter to the design team cataloging, in five pages, his "objections" to their proposed marker texts. The tenor of the letter is generally constructive, even if Halaas's frustration is evident at times. For the historian, the
texts were too long, contained too much information, and suffered from too
many grammatical errors. Not surprisingly, the chief historian insisted that
"all texts must be historically accurate-and checked again and again to be
sure. Dates, numbers, specific U.S. army units, the names ofIndian peoples,
etc. -all must be checked for accuracy and spelling."il
Halaas recommended that the marker text, particularly in the "Cuerno
Verde" and "The Story Beneath Your Feet" markers, be rewritten. In reference to the second, he pointed out factual errors and questioned the very
premise behind this marker. Halaas argued, "The drawing labeled 'buffalo
Symbol' is a symbol only to the designers or non-Indian interpreters. There
was no uniformity about Plains Indian paintings other than certain stylistic
characteristics." Concerning the tipi section of the marker, he argued that
the phrase "clever wind deflector" in the draft "sounds patronizing. The tipi
was in fact an invention perfectly adapted to the plains environment." Ultimately, he summed up his problems with these two markers in the following statement: "Again, the copy reads as if all Indians were the same, lived
the same, came from the same place, and spoke the same language. In fact,
Indian peoples came from different backgrounds, spoke different languages,
and practiced different cultures."il
The differing concerns of the designers and historians can perhaps be
explained simply as differences in disciplines-each spoke their own language and found it difficult to understand the other's concerns. But the
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debates around the markers at Cuerno Verde rest area can also be seen as
two perspectives fighting for control of the past. Halaas noted that his position was that of the "official" voice in this process, and that the "CHS and
COOT are embarking on a new highway interpretive program, one that we
hope will serve as a national mode!." The Cuerno Verde marker project was
the forerunner of a new collaborative highway interpretive program between
the CHS and COOT. With state and federal transportation officials involved
in oversight, the project had high stakes. However, the Cuerno Verde Rest
Area project was not technically part of this new program; in fact, as the
CHS chief historian later confessed, "This project kind of fell through the
cracks."33 Halaas's frustration, in part, was due to the failed collaboration of
CHS and COOT, but his objections stemmed from the fact that the designers who were contracted to create the marker text and graphics did not produce the kind of content that a trained historian would. He conveyed as
much in the conclusion of his letter to the design team, in which he pointed
out that a vast literature on the subjects takes time to master and stated
rather condcscendingly, ''I'm not at all blaming you for making some basic
mistakcs or for not fully understanding thc nuances of wcstern history. And
thc topics prcsented hcre, particularly the Comanches and Plains Indians,
require cnormous research. We are interpreting cultures very different from
our own. We cannot assume anything about Indian peoplc." Halaas concluded this communication by offcring to "take a morc active role in thc
writing" of the marker texts. But the fact is that at this point, in mid-June
1994, the interpretive marker portion of thc project came to an abrupt halt. 34
Not until one year later does the paper trail resume. In early Junc 1995, the
designers resubmitted revised marker texts to the COOT project manager,
which included corrections recommended by Halaas and Buckles the previous fal!. By this time, it was possible that the markers would not be ready
for the rest area's grand opcning, but the designers were still optimistic that
with a quick approval, thc markers would be manufactured in time for installation on 21 August 1995, some two weeks beforc the scheduled dedication on Labor Day.35
The deadline, however, was not IilCt. By mid-July 1995, CHS representativcs continued to object to the revised marker texts. Halaas was frustrated by
the designers' failure to address cach of his comments in the revised marker
text. Halaas received a revision from the designers at the elcvcnth hour on thc
same day his own comments were due, which further frustrated him. After
spending some time on the telephone with the chief historian discussing his
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EMPTY MARKER FRAMES AT CUERNO VERDE REST AREA DEDICATION

(Photograph by author)

problems with the revised draft, the designers ultimately submitted the text
for fabrication without incorporating Halaas's revisions. The design team
believed that it had accommodated all of Halaas's concerns and was perplexed by his continuing unhappiness with the marker drafts after four reviews. COOT staff historian Sally Pearce's solution was to scrap the marker
text drafts and begin anew. "At this point it seems like the markers just need
to be re-written from scratch," she recommended. After the Parsons Transportation Group designers and the CHS staff failed to present COOT with
a set of marker texts that satisfied everyone, Pearce concluded that hiring an
outside historian to re-write the marker texts around the approved graphics
was the only solution at this late date. According to Pearce, this person ought
to be paid to "simply take the information and the graphics and write up
the text for these signs." Ultimately, the design team capitulated and agreed
to hire an outside historian-albeit someone approved by the CHS chief
historian-to rewrite the interpretive marker text for $250 per plaque. 36
A little more than one month later, on 18 August 1995, a meeting took
place between the design team leader and the contracted historian, Dr. Jay
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Fell, to work out the scope of the work and to set deadlines for completion.
Fell, a western historian located in the Denver area, had prepared interpretive markers for the CHS in the past, specifically a series of markers on the
large gateway displays on the main highways that enter the state. Fell and
the designers agreed that he would rewrite the marker text to the approval of
the CHS chief historian and the COOT representatives, and that this would
be accomplished by 15 September 1995 37
Fell provided the re-written interpretive marker text to the COOT representatives, the CHS, the Chairman of the Comanche Nation, and the Parsons, OeLeuw and Company design team on the deadline. His changes in
the texts produced markers that were more concise and historically accurate, as far as the documentary record is concerned. For example, a passage
in the second draft of "The Story Beneath Your Feet" marker had read,
"The buffalo symbol, displayed in the walkways to this plaza, represents a
way oflife and primary source of food, tools and shelter for Plains Indians."
Fell revised the passage to read, "The buffalo symbol, displayed in the walkways to this plaza, has been developed to symbolize the great importance
that this animal had in many Plains Indian cultures." The revised text clearly
distinguishes the buffalo symbol as a creation of the designers rather than as
a reproduction of an authentic Plains Indian symbol. Likewise, the revised
"Cuerno Verde" marker text removed anecdotal statements and presented
in their place additional historical information in more precise language 3
Fell and design team representative Diane Yates met shortly thereafter to
review the written comments on his final draft of the marker texts that had
come in from everyone except Wallace Coffey, Comanche Chairman. Yates
chose to defer to the comments from the other participants, but did suggest
that "COOT request written approval of this text from the Colorado Historical Society and Comanche Nation before fabricating the markers," in effect,
protecting herself from sole accountability for the final product. 39 A final interpretive marker text review meeting was held on 24 October 1995, two-anda-half years after the design team first proposed the markers to COOT, and
nineteen months after the first marker text meeting between the designers and
tl1e CHS representatives. The comments recorded from this final meeting are
primarily concerned with more mundane stylistic issues, such as word choice,
punctuation, and text layout. The design team at last received authorization to
make these minor changes and send the camera-ready markers to the manufacturer by the end of October, with installation of the markers planned for late
December 1995, some four months after the dedication ceremony.4{)
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While the restrooms and landscaping were completed and opened to the
public at the 1 September 1995 dedication ceremony, the historical content
was conspicuously absent for some time, COOT's accommodation of the
designers' and CHS's visions for what the interpretive markers should present
to the rest area's visitors certainly contributed to the delay of the facility's
completion. Had the cooperative agreement regarding the interpretive markers between COOT and the CHS been in place from the beginning, this
marker text project may have been accomplished more efficiently without
contributions from the design team. Ultimately, the final drafts of the marker
texts and images reflect the unified historical vision of the CHS chiefhistorian, with key contributions by select experts identified by his office, rather
than the creative vision of the designers. The markers do not represent real
collaboration. In any process where public memory is negotiated there are
often many voices, but ultimately only one message will be carved in stone
or, in this case, embedded in fiberglass.
While some efforts were certainly made to include representatives of the
Comanche Nation in the interpretive marker planning process, the end result fell short of a true partnership between COOT, the CHS, the Colorado

COMANCHE CEREMONY AT REST AREA DEDICATION

Tom Wahnee, Elrod Monoessy, and Thomas Blackstar

(Photograph by Gregg Gargan courtesy Colorado Department of
Transportation, Denver)
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City community, and Comanches. In fact, given that Edward Tahhahwah's
recommendations did not result in any changes to the Cuemo Verde marker
text or image, Comanches only significant participation in the project was at
the dedication ceremony. COOT Project Engineer John Aguilar had the idea
to invite a Comanche delegation from Lawton, Oklahoma, for the occasion,
and he arranged for a twenty-minute spot at the end of the program for the
tribal representatives to present anything they wished. Additionally, he arranged for pre-paid overnight accommodations at the Greenhorn Inn in Colorado City for all four participants, reimbursements for mileage and meals,
and two $50 honorariums, one for each of the medicine men. 4!
The Cuerno Verde Rest Area project was formally dedicated in a public
ceremony on Friday, 1 September 1995. Several local, regional, and national
officials participated in the dedication, including the President of the Greenhorn Valley Chamber of Commerce, the Regional Director of the Federal
Highway Administration, the State Transportation Commissioner, and a Colorado State Senator. The "Indian Ceremonial Rites," conducted by the
Comanche Nation representatives, capped the event. State and local officials
planned a dedication event that was much more than a simple ribbon cutting. Their invitation to the Comanche delegation suggests that the rest area
dedication ceremony served not only to inaugurate its restroom and information facilities, but also to validate its monumental qualities. Of this unique
event the Greenhorn Valley News noted, "the highlight of the morning dedi
cation was definitely the Comanche Indian ceremonial rites." The newspaper added that Chairman Coffey presented a certificate of appreciation on
behalf of the Comanche Tribe to COOT. After setting the scene, the journalist then described the ceremony in terms that demonstrated the enduring
legacy of the stereotypical "mystical Indian" in late twentieth-century American culture by making references to the "mystical powers" that the Comanches
still hold over the area, evident in his account of Chairman Coffey's comment, "When we leave, it will rain," which it did. 42 Having the Comanches
take part in the dedication ceremonies for a facility that bears the name of one
of their heroes makes a great deal of sense from a COOT promotional standpoint. But why did the Comanche tribal chairman agree to participate?
Cultural Anthropologist Daniel Gelo's studies of Comanche geography
are of particular interest to the question of how the new Cuerno Verde Rest
Area fits into the Comanche cultural landscape. Gelo seeks to reconstruct
the Comanche geographical imagination through his examination and analysis of historical sources, oral history interviews, and Comanche place names
c
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in five physiographic regions in Texas. 43 He points to, among other things,
the Comanche legendary hero named Sokeweki, or Land Searcher, as evidence of Comanches' "abiding interest in the landscape, navigation, topography, and spatial relations." In the end, he is optimistic that "[a]s the last
purported physical traces of Comanche presence in Texas fade away, there
is a renewed appreciation of the Comanche legacy in Texas among scholars
and modern tribe members." Gelo attributes this resurgence in interest
among the Comanches to three factors that tie in well with the Cuerno
Verde Rest Area example: first, "the potential for economic cooperation
between the tribal government and local businesses in Texas, toward the
development of tourism and education enterprises"; second, "a desire among
many tribe members to see firsthand the hills, springs, camp grounds, and
pictographs that their elders have spoken of"; and finally, "a nostalgic interest in Texas, most often expressed as love of the beauty of the landscape."44
Interviews with former Comanche Nation Tribal Chairman Wallace
Coffey and medicine man Thomas Blackstar- both of whom participated
in the Cuerno Verde RestArea dedication ceremony in 1995-confirm these
three themes. Gelo's first point regarding cooperation between the tribe
and local interests to further tourism and education, is in the Comanche
Nation's presentation of a certificate of appreciation to COOT that acknowledges such cooperation. 45 While Wallace Coffey believed that "the local
community had some spiritual significance to that territory," he admitted that
he was initially "amazed that Colorado was willing to look at something like
this" -naming their new rest area for a Comanche historical figure. He was
quite aware of the educational opportunities the honor of naming the rest
area for a Comanche historical figure presented to the Comanche Nation.
It is unfortunate,_ he said, "That we have to use a coat and tie in today's
modern world, and that's our weapons of today. So from that proclamation
you can tell that education is the new weapon. And it's different from the
bow and arrow, what he [Cuerno Verde] had, but it's still utilized in a way
that can bring an element of pride." The naming of the facility, Coffey believed, was a "tribute to the culture of our people."46 Thomas Blackstar,
however, is less optimistic that the educational component of the rest area,
or any other cultural marker for that matter, will have any effect on the
young Comanche people living today: "Yeah, it would help, but these young
boys, people nowadays ... I'm saying about ninety percent of the young
Indians in today, they're not interested in what has happened about our
Comanche people."47
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Coffey indicated that he participated in the rest area design phase by
making recommendations for the representation of the Plains Indian symbols, such as his suggestion that the tipi serve as a place to give prayers and
receive guidance. Coffey described how he and the rest of the Comanche
delegation did just that during the dedication ceremony: "My brothers they
burnt cedar. When they burn cedar the smoke goes up and we ask God to
watch over this place and that people will be comforted and that they will
receive some rest and that they will get, you know, a chance to look at the
panorama but also that when they really go on another, whereever their
journey is, they will receive some comfort knowing that they will make their
journey." In his dedication remarks, Coffey remembered mentioning that
he and his delegation had traveled a great distance from Oklahoma to be
there that day, "but the distance we traveled was nothing compared to the
years of travel that he [Cuerno Verde] went through, and he traveled many
years in the history of our people." To Coffey, Cuerno Verde the culture
hero and Cuerno Verde the notorious figure from Southwestern history were
both represented in this interstate highway facility.4
Both Coffey and Blackstar repeatedly refer to concepts that are Gelo's
second and third points: the desires of Comanche people to visit historical
places and to a nostalgic interest in their former territory. Coffey, speaking
specifically of the region around Colorado City, notes, "You can see when
you go to that area why there was so much love for it. Because of the beauty,
but not only beauty because of the terrain, the protection it provided, the
woods, the water, the animals. Back then, you know, it was very pure."
Blackstar also related a personal story of how he became interested in researching his tribe's past and visiting culturally significant places firsthand:
I guess what got me started was curiosity, and I set there on Sundays,
my grandfather and great grandfather they had a brush arbor, and a lot
of them old men they lived around them, they'd come up to my
grandfather's house on Sunday afternoon under that brush arbor they'd
sit there and tell stories about their experiences and I'd just lay there
and listen to them. After they're all gone curiosity got to me. So I went,
I went to digging around on what the old people were talking about.
He recalled visiting Medicine Mound east of Quanah, Texas, on two different
occasions: once with his sick mother when he was eighteen years old, and
again in the micl-1990s with a small party that included Wallace Coffey and
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another medicine man. Throughout the interview, he mentioned several
places in Texas that hold cultural significance to the Comanche people:
Fredericksburg, the site of the signing of the 1847 treaty between the
Comanches and the Germans giving the latter the rights to settle in Comanche
territory; and Painted Rock and Big Spring, places where the Comanches
used to winter their herds. And he related the difficulty he has encountered in
his attempts to locate some other sites, due in large part to the legacy of the
region's imperial history and the succession oflanguages used to name places
and make maps. Wallace Coffey also mentioned several places important to
the Comanche people, including Palo Duro Canyon and Adobe Walls, where
an 1874 battle between several Southern Plains tribes against buffalo hunters
began the Red River War and ultimately ended with the surrender of the
Comanches, Kiowas, and southern Cheyennes to the U.S. Army. He points
out that sites like these still hold significance for today's Comanche people
because they are "sites where our ancestors have lived up to their expectations
as well as provided a road for us." To Coffey, Palo Duro Canyon and Adobe
Walls are both places and events, moments wherein brave men and women
fulfilled the promise of Comanche warriorhood. 49
As the statements of Coffey and Blackstar indicate, these sites are part of
a process of cultural memory that adapts the past for present purposes. These
are sites that are significant both individually to Comanche history, and
collectively as the foundation of the tribe's cultural landscape. Most of today's
anthropologists consider tradition to be something alive and part of the
present, not simply a collection of archaic customs. And, as some scholars
concede-and the journalist's version of the Cuerno Verde Rest Area dedication ceremony seems to demonstrate- "perhaps it is still difficult to admit that native peoples, like everyone else, adapt their cultural repertories
to the present."50 The Cuerno Verde Rest Area project and dedication suggest that today's Comanches most certainly do adapt their traditions to the
present. Their important places, and the traditions that they are a part of,
are not simply static antiquities frozen in a timeless state. Instead, they are
part of a vital new past, shaped by conscious decisions made in the present.
As revealed in the story of the contest for control of the past among those
involved in the Cuerno Verde Rest Area interpretive markers project, individuals negotiate within their groups as well as with other groups to determine the shape or form of public memory on local, regional, and national
scales. From the beginning of the rest area project, COOT turned to locals
to help name the facility and conceive of its utility to the community. Mem-
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bers of the Greenhorn Valley Chamber of Commerce chose the name of
the legendary Comanche leader, further cementing the image of the region's
romantic western past. Likewise, those in charge of the facility turned to
experts for advice and approval, using an historian, a biologist, a local reporter, a planner, and the Comanche tribal chairman as consultants on the
content of the interpretive marker text and other design elements. And finally, to top off the public dedication ceremony, COOT arranged for
Comanche tribal representatives to travel from Lawton, Oklahoma, to offer
blessings for the new facility bearing both the flag of the Comanche Nation
and the name of their cultural hero.
Power is a key concept in the process of public memory negotiation.
Those who wield power influence the official construction of the past by
the very stories they choose to tell and the perspectives they thereby validate. Southeastern Colorado has been the setting for many different attempts
to create culturally specific pasts and establish them publicly. Acting from a
position of authority derived from land ownership, Ralph Taylor and N. K
Mendelsohn articulated their romantic western visions for Colorado City
in the early 196os. As the developers of Colorado City, Mendelsohn and his
organization had nearly absolute control over the construction of a public
memory for the new town. From the Old West-inspired street names to the
very name of the community itself, Menclelsohn and Taylor utilized the
entire palate of western imagery to render their vision of the New West in
broad strokes on the land and in the minds of residents and potential buyers. In the mid-1990s, other groups built upon those foundations. The Colorado Scenic and Historic Byways Commission created the Frontier Pathways
Scenic Byway and the Colorado Department ofTransportation, working with
the Colorado Historical Society's Chief Historian, landscape architects, and
the Comanche Nation in Oklahoma, designed, developed, and dedicated the
Cuerno Verde Rest Area. By invoking a tacit authority not yet officially
granted by the Department of Transportation, the Colorado Historical
Society influencecl the negotiation of the interpretive marker design and
text by calling on its network of recognized experts and holding the designers and architects to certain historical standards.
But in the case of memories of the past, power is not always found among
those in "official" positions. Those with close personal ties to the event or
object enjoy a position of authority, and are likely to be consulted to lend
credence to a project, as was the case with the Comanche tribal representatives. In the end, when all the rhetorical wrangling and design changes
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were complete, the Colorado public officials deferred to the Comanche
Nation of Oklahoma, literally seeking its blessing for the Cuerno Verde
Rest Area and creating what is perhaps the most interesting byproduct of
this project. Wallace Coffey and Thomas Blackstar not only participated in
the negotiation of public memory in Colorado City, but also, regardless of
the "official" agenda pursued by the Colorado participants, these tribal leaders seized the opportunity to add that place to their ow'n modern cultural
landscape - a landscape comprised of the numerous constructed pasts making up an important part of a living tradition.
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September 1995, p. 3. The rain was confirmed by Marvin Brown, telephone conversation with author, 9 April 1996; and Wallace Coffey, interview with author,
tape recording, Santa Fe, 15 March 2000.

43· The term geographical imagination in this case refers to the sense that a group has
about a past landscape and how they relate to it. This is perpetuated through oral
traditions, place names, and quasi-political claims to specific locales or territories.
For a study of this concept, see Keith H. Basso, Wisdom Sits in Places: Landscape
and Language among the Westem Apache (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1996). Daniel J. Gelo, "'Comanche Land and Ever Has Been': A Native
Geography of the Nineteenth-Century Comancherfa," Southwestem Historical

Quarterly 103 (January 2000): 272-3°7; aIld Gelo, "Recalling the Past in Creating
the Present: Topographic References in Comanche Narrative," Westem Folklore 53
(October 1994): 295-312.
44· Gelo, "'Comanche Land and Ever Has Been,''' 273, 307.
45. "Comanche Proclamation," certificate, 1 September 1995, CDQT-PIO.
46. Wallace Coffey, interview by author.

47. Thomas Blackstar, interview by author, tape recording, Lawton, Okla., 8 June 2000.
48. Wallace Coffey, interview by author.

49. Wallace Coffey, interview by author; Thomas Blackstar, interview by author.
50. Marie Mauze, ed., Present is Past: Some Uses of Tradition in Native Societies
(Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, 1997), 6, 7·

Book Reviews

Germans in the Southwest, 1850-1920. By Tomas Jaehn. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2005. xii + 242 pp. 13 halftones, tables, appendix,
notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-3498-9.)
Of the more than five million Germans who emigrated to the United
States before 1920, fewer than nine thousand came to New Mexico. A book
devoted to such a small handful of German immigrants may at first appear
to be of purely local interest; such is not the case. Tomas Jaehn has steeped
himself in both the local sources and the scholarship of German America
to craft a work that contributes significantly not only to the history of the
region but also shows how the conditions of ethnic life in New Mexico
resulted in a very different German American community compared to those
that have been described in other places.
Jaehn convincingly contends that those who arrived in New Mexico before the coming of the railroads "were more interested in acculturation than
cultural preservation" (p. 2), rather than creating what Jay Dolan has called
ethnic fortresses, as eastern and Midwestern German immigrants were wont
to do. This was due not only to their small numbers but also to the presence
of a Spanish-speaking majority that tended to submerge the ethnic differences of all others.
Individual chapters treat the images of the Southwest the Germans
brought with them, largely formed by the prolific German novelist and fabulist Karl May (1842-1912); the ethnic profile of New Mexico's Germans; their
influence in politics ("Apathy and Partisanship"); their contributions to economic life; the problems of preserving "Kultur" in a multicultural setting;
and a discussion of why America's first war with Germany in 1917-1918 had
so little impact on her sons and daught~rs and their descendents who lived
in New Mexico as opposed to the ordeal their compatriots in much of the
rest of America went through.
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Although New Mexico's Germans felt themselves superior to their neighbors, as was the case elsewhere, they came to feel at home there. One German settler wrote his son after a trip back to Germany in 1866: "I longed to
be back again even among the ignorant Mexicans. They at least had been
friendly to me" (p. 142). Jaehn concludes that most Germans were successful, combining "rapid cultural assimilation, economic success, small-town
residence and urban-type occupation" (p. 142). The extensive notes and bibliography (pp. 209-35) are a testament to the author's thorough scholarship
and broad reading.
Germans in the Southwest makes an important contribution to the history of ethnicity and ethnic relations in New Mexico and is a significant
addition to the literature of German America. The author wears his learning comfortably and has produced a work that can be enjoyed not only by
other scholars but by lay readers as well.
Roger Daniels
Emeritus, University ofCincinnati

Wake for a Fat Vicar: Father Juan Felipe Ortiz, Archbishop Lamy, and the
New Mexican Catholic Church in the Middle ofthe Nineteenth Century. By
Angelico Chavez and Thomas E. Chavez. (Albuquerque: LPD Press, 2004.
217 pp. Halftones, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 1-890689-06-8.)
It hardly seems possible that it has been more than twenty years since
Fray Angelico Chavez published But Time and Chance: The Story of Padre
Mart£nez of Taos, 1793-1867 (Sunstone Press, 1981). This groundbreaking
volume on the life and times of Padre Martinez was the first of three biographies Fray Angelico contemplated on New Mexico-born priests whose important roles in the history of New Mexico have been generally ignored, if
not deprecated. The second volume of this trilogy, Tres Macho-He Said:
Padre Gallegos ofAlbuquerque, New Mexico's First Congressman (William
Gannon) followed in 1985. Now, the long-awaited third volume of this important series of biographies has arrived.
Wake for a Fat Vicar is an interesting collaboration between Fray Angelico
Chavez, who died before he could complete the book, and his nephew,
Thomas, who took up the "responsibility" (p. 19) left to him to bring it to
conclusion. Its full title provides an ample synopsis of the book. As the story
of the life and times of Father Juan Felipe Ortiz unfolds, the reader comes
to realize that in some ways, Father Ortiz, due to his position as vicar forane
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for New Mexico, may have been the most important of the three personalities illuminated in the trilogy. Ortiz held important ecclesiastical and civil
positions during a critical time of extraordinary changes in New Mexico
history. Born as the eighteenth century drew to a close, Ortiz, Martinez,
and Gallegos lived during the downfall of the Spanish Empire, the emergence of the Mexican Republic, and the subsequent occupation of New
Mexico by the United States. More than half of the volume is devoted to an
often stinging review of the relationship between Ortiz, his fellow clerics,
and American Bishop Jean B. Lamy and his vicar, Joseph P. Machebeuf.
As a result of a broad analysis of events, Ortiz frequently disappears from
the narrative as admittedly interesting digressions tell of people and events
of that time and place. One digression that may be of special interest to
readers is the discussion of the life of Dona Getrudes Barcelo, who is better
known (often in a derogatory manner) as Dona Tules.
This reader would have loved to learn more of Ortiz's accomplishments
as a legislator and New Mexico delegate to the Mexican National Congress.
Surprisingly there is not one citation from the Mexican Archives of New

Mexico, 1821-1846. For a work that unfurls within that period of history, it
oseems the authors would have availed themselves of this important resource
to strengthen the historical context of Father Ortiz's life. This weakness,
however, does not significantly lessen the importance of this work.
Readers unfamiliar with the trilogy will find the story of Father Ortiz a
compelling overview of this period of New Mexico history. For those of us
who recall how refreshing (and controversial) the two earlier volumes were,
Wake for a Fat Vicar should prompt us to read them anew and reacquaint
ourselves with Father Ortiz's fellow clerics.

Robert J. Torrez
Albuquerque, New Mexico

A German POW in New Mexico. By Walter Schmid, translated by Richard
Rundell, edited by Wolfgang T. Schlauch. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 2005. xiii + 167 pp. Halftones, appendix, bibliography. h4-95
cloth, ISBN 0-8263-3355-9.)
When Walter Schmid, a former Mrika Korps member and New Mexico
prisoner of war (POW), returned to Las Cruces in September 1998, he began
to share materials and photographs for an exhibit on German POW labor at
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the New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum in Las Cruces. That
cooperation and a series of return visits led to the translation, editing, and
republication in English of his autobiographical memoir Einer unter Vie/en
(One of Many), which Schmid published in Germany in 2000.
What has been republished by the University of New Mexico Press is a
shorter version of Schmid's original manuscript. Thanks to an excellent translation by Richard Rundell and insightful editorial notes by Wolfgang
Schlauch, Schmid's memoirs are ideally suited for both a popular and scholarly American audience. While the original German edition was 260 pages
and included few pictures and no editorial notes or scholarly bibliography,
A Gennan POW in New Mexico is only 167 pages but contains more pictures, excellent editorial commentary preceding each chapter, and a short
but useful bibliography of books, articles, and videos dealing with the German POW experience in America. This edition omits 119 pages concerning
Schmid's military training and battlefield experiences.
A Gennan POW in New Mexico has been reformatted into four chapters.
The first chapter presents his capture and voyage to America in 1943. Chapter
2 concerns his experiences as a POW in Oklahoma between July 1943 and
July 1944· Chapter 3 deals with Schmid's time in the "Land of Enchantment"
between July 1944 and March 1946. The last chapter tells the story of his work
in labor camps in England and his return to Germany in March 1947. Absent
are a few pages dealing with Schmid's life back in Germany and his postwar
visits to England. These are replaced by an epilogue by Robert Hart, the curator of the New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum.
Wolfgang Schlauch's chapter introductions are especially useful, setting
Schmid's story within the context of the larger German POW experience in
America. Also excellent are his warnings that Schmid's account of events in
various POW camps is sometimes based on hearsay and cannot be independently corroborated. There are observations in the memoirs that reflect
wartime impressions that need some revision in light of historical research.
An appendix, which contains translated excerpts from Schmid's wartime
diary, Red Cross inspection reports of the Las Cruces POW camp, and a
letter from an English friend, helps to contextualize Schmid's memoirs.
They are an impressive read and proof that many German paws had memorable and positive experiences in America.
Robert D. Billinger Jr.
Wingate University
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The Language of Blood: The Making of Spanish-American Identity in New
Mexico, 1880s-193os. By John M. Nieto-Phillips. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 2004. vx + 312 pp. Halftones, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $32-50 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2423-1.)
New Mexico's Rio Arriba region has long been recognized as a melding
zone of cultures where Native American, Spanish, and English languages
were spoken. From various disciplinary approaches, scholars have sought to
expose the subtle nuances of how each of these three peoples have contributed to the region's distinct ethnic mosaic. Leading the charge more recently are Chris Wilson (1997), Sylvia Rodriguez (1998), and Charles
Montgomery (2002), who each convincingly argue that New Mexico's Spanish heritage was a politically-motivated scheme to promote economic development, population growth, and regional tourism. Recognizing the
success of previous works, Language of Blood sets out to detail the social
environment in which the Spanish heritage emerged. For author John NietoPhillips, the question is no longer "Are Nuevomexicanos culturally 'Spanish' or 'distinctive' relative to Mexicans or Mexican Americans?" but rather
"How has the ethnic difference and-more specifically, the discourses of
Hispanophilia and hispanidad -functioned in particular interethnic contexts and historical moments?" (p. 6). His thinly articulated purpose appears to be to "help us to understand the national context in which many
New Mexicans contested and elaborated their 'Spanish American' identity"
(p. 2) between the 1880s and the 1930S. Such an ambitious project certainly
merits attention, and this thoughtfully written treatise is filled with nuggets
of engaging and valuable information. The concern rests in the fact that,
like some other Ph.D. dissertations that have been reworked into full-length
monographs, there are more questions asked than answers provided.
The book begins with a short introduction that furnishes an appropriate
context and brief overview. It then examines the significance of pure blood
lineage in both Spain and the New World (chapter 1), residents' struggles to
demonstrate fitness for self-government and statehood consideration (chapter 2), and the influence ofthe railroad on population growth and economic
development (chapter 3). The final two chapters focus on the impact of
four key literary Hispanophiles: Charles Lummis, Lebaron Prince, Aurelio
Espinosa, and Benjamin Read. The gem of the book is chapter 5, which is
so nicely crafted, organized, and argued that it stands out as an aberration
from the rest. Curiously there is no concluding chapter.
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Those who have read other works on the topic will find many of NietoPhillips's arguments hauntingly familiar. As suggested above, the book presents a series of nagging questions and themes that are introduced but never
satisfactorily addressed: the theoretical concept of "whiteness" and the process of "whitening" New Mexico, the contested interplay between elite and
poor Nuevomexicanos, and detailed discussions of the reactions and perspectives of less-affluent Nuevomexicanas/os during this era. Additionally, given
the book's professed focus on understanding the making of the Spanish-American identity, it is perplexing why so much painstaking detail is attended to
New Mexico's Pueblo Indian culture. Concerns notwithstanding, Language
of Blood has certainly added fodder to our discussions on the origins and
manifestations of Spanish heritage in the upper Rio Grande region.
Jeffrey S. Smith
Kansas State University

Inventing Los Alamos: The Growth ofan Atomic Community. By Jon Hunner.
(Norman: University ofOklahoma Press, 2004. Ix + 288 pp. 34 halftones, maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-80621-3634°-0.)
Suppose that Ozzie Nelson had been a physicist rather than a band leader,
and that David and Ricky had grown up in Los Alamos instead of Los Angeles. What sort of life would the Nelson family have led?
This is the question that Jon Hunner implicitly addresses in Inventing Los

Alamos, a book that "looks at the men and women who chose to live there, at
the children who grew up there, at the families that called Los Alamos home,
and at the culture they created" (pp. 4-5). The author utilizes formal public
documents, Los Alamos and other New Mexico newspapers, the abundant
memoirs and reminiscences of wartime scientists and spouses, and twentytwo formal oral histories that Hunner and others conducted.

In fact, this well-written and well-illustrated volume contains three
storylines for the years 1943-1957, when Los Alamos was a secret city with
controlled access. One story is the narrative of atomic weapons, including
the invention of the first bombs, the Trinity test, the bombing of Japan, later
weapons development and testing in Nevada and the Pacific, and security
controversies. This narrative is clearly told and well integrated with the other
two topics, but it is familiar from a wide range of other histories.
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The second story is that of the institutional development of Los Alamos,
including issues of management and governance, physical planning and
housing, and the establishment of schools. Here the author draws effectively on newspapers and government documents to add detail to Marjorie
Bell Chambers's excellent dissertation, "Technically Sweet Los Alamos: The
Development of a Federally Sponsored Scientific Community" (University
of New Mexico, 1974), and to expand on the interpretation suggested by
other scholars of Los Alamos as a freestanding "suburb."
Hunner's particular contribution is his material on family life and children, which comprises the third story. One is struck by the contradictions of
a town of overachievers who reveled in their social insulation and egalitarian scientists who enjoyed a community stratified not by economic class but
by role within the scientific enterprise. Los Alamos seems t~ have been a
great place to be a child, with first-rate schools and plenty of room to roam,
although a bit boring for teenagers (but then, what small town is not?).
There is the delicious image of the East Gate guardhouse becoming the
"Gate Drive-in" and the irony of Los Alamos residents participating in civil
defense exercises that many surely knew were pointless in the H-bomb era.
So, the Nelsons most likely would have been content with their contributions to national defense, with Ricky, finding it hard to start a singing career, heading off to MIT.
As indicated above, Hunner smoothly integrates these three stories into a
compact, readable volume. Inventing Los Alamos will not be the last word
on New Mexico's peculiar city, but it will certainly be the standard introduction for many years to come.
Carl Abbott
Portland State University

Changing National Identities at the Frontier: Texas and New Mexico, 18001850. By Andres Resendez. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004.
xiii + 309 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $65.00 cloth,
IBSN 0-521-83555-0, $23.99 paper, ISBN 0-521-54319-3.)
In Changing National Identities at the Frontier Andres Resendez convincingly argues that the nineteenth-century residents of Texas and New
Mexico - Tejanos, Mexicanos, Anglos, and Native Americans -did not have
clearly defined national identities and that Mexico's loss of Texas in 1836
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and the victory in the Chimayo Rebellion in 1837-1838 in New Mexico
were not preordained outcomes. Resendez's main goal is to show how these
identities were heavily conditioned by two major forces pulling in opposite
directions: the Mexican state and the U.S. market.
The U.S. takeovers of Texas and New Mexico are usually depicted as the
natural endpoint of manifest destiny, but the focus on manifest destiny fails
to take into account the Mexican civil, religious, and military arrangements
that predated Anglo seizure of the region. The story of Steven F. Austin
provides an excellent example for the Texas context. Austin, a Freemason
and a convert to Catholicism, spent much of 1822-1823 in Mexico City petitioning for land grants, hardly the actions of a man bent on separating
Texas from Mexico. Austin's Freemasonry won him many important connections with liberal lawmakers in the Mexican capitol who were also Freemasons. The liberals believed that the best means of securing Texas was to
open it up to settlement. Quite naturally, Resendez notes, many of the large
land grants in Texas were given to prominent Freemasons, Mexican and
Anglo alike.
At the same time, local residents were intricately connected to the U.S.
market through New Orleans and the Santa Fe Trail. Highlighting the contingency of local identity, many Anglo traders and settlers and Mexican
families found it beneficial to intermarry. The process required Anglo religious conversion to Catholicism (as did mere settlement in Texas), but provided access to both markets in the U.S. and beyond the frontier of Mexico.
In the end, Resendez argues that the identities of residents of Texas and New
Mexico were contingent upon the situation. When they were "addressing
higher-ups in the sprawling patronage system running from Mexico City,"
they were loyal Mexicans (p. 3). But they were also involved in a web of economic transactions that tugged them into the Anglo orbit ofthe United States.
If the multiple and contingent identities of the residents of Texas and
New Mexico opened up the possibility of secession from Mexico, what was
the actual cause? Here Resendez emphasizes "center-periphery tensions"
between the two states and Mexico's federal government that pre-existed the
arrival ofAnglos to the region (p. 265). Attempts by conservative lawmakersand priests-to centralize control over Texas and New Mexico presaged
secession in Texas and the Chimayo Rebellion. Only the late formation of a
counterinsurgency by a group of well-to-do New Mexicans who had initially supported the insurrection prevented New Mexico from following in
the footsteps of Texas.
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I would be remiss if I failed to mention Resendez's fine depiction of the
important role that sedentary and semi-sedentary Native Americans played
in the unfolding of events as well as their own changing conceptions of
identity as a result of U.S. cultural and economic imperialism. In sum, this
book is well argued and is a mustcread for both American and Mexican
scholars interested in borderlands history or in the construction of identity.
Andrae M. Marak
California University of Pennsylvania

Saints of the Pueblos. By Charles M. Carrillo. (Albuquerque: LPD Press,
2004. 92 pp. 17 duotones, 62 color plates, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN 1-89°6893°-0, $19.95 paper, ISBN 1-89°689-°7-6.)
A Tapestry ofKinship: The Web oflnf7.uence among Escultores and Carpinteros
in the Parish of Santa Fe, 1790-1860. By Jose Antonio Esquibel and Charles
M. Carrillo. (Albuquerque: LPD Press, 2004. 67 pp. Halftones, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $15.95 paper, ISBN 1-89°689-08-4.)
In 2002 Charles Carrillo was asked by the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center in Albuquerque to do an exhibition of retablos (panel paintings) of the
. patron saints of each of the nineteen pueblos of New Mexico. Saints of the

Pueblos follows from this exhibition. Each of Carrillo's paintings is illustrated in color, along with a historic photograph ofthe church in each pueblo
and an example of the pottery made in the community. In addition to the
nineteen living pueblos there is a brief section at the end devoted to the
abandoned pueblos of Abo, Gran Quivira, Pecos, and Quarai and their patron saints. This is followed by a glossary, bibliography, and index.
Carrillo provides brief historical background on each pueblo and its patron saint and then describes the salient characteristics of the pottery produced at the pueblo. In his introductory text the author notes his "keen
interest in the historic ceramic traditions of the pueblos" (p. 10), following
from his doctoral dissertation research in archeology (published by LPD
Press in 1997 as Hispanic New Mexican Pottery: Evidence of Craft Specialization, 1790-1890)' Carrillo also discusses the nature of Pueblo Catholicism, a subject that has not been well addressed in the scholarly literature.
His insights into this subject are thoughtful and provocative, and one wishes
that he had developed these ideas a little further.
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Nevertheless, the book serves as a poignant and useful reminder of the
Catholic traditions of the Pueblo Indians meshed as they are in subtle ways
with traditional indigenous spiritual practices. The book is attractively designed and produced, with brief introductory texts by Ron Solimon, Indian
Pueblo Cultural Center; Rev. Michael J. Sheehan, Archbishop of Santa Fe;
and Joe Sando, Pueblo historian from Jemez Pueblo.
Over the past seventy years there has been a great deal of scholarly interest in the origins of the distinctive tradition of New Mexican santos (painted
and sculpted images of saints) and the different styles that became prominent in the florescent period of New Mexican image-making, ca. 18001860. The most recent and exciting research in this field appears in A Tapestry

of Kinship by Jose Antonio Esquibel and Charles M. Carrillo. The authors
combine exhaustive documentary research in the Archdiocese of Santa Fe
Museum and Archives and the Spanish and Mexican Archives of New
Mexico with stylistic and technical analysis of actual pieces.
Existing documentary records concerning the early arts in New Mexico
are few compared to those of other regions. Most business dealings in New
Mexico were verbal; daily activities were not normally documented through
account books, letters, diaries, invoices, or other documents. For the most
part, the only existing records are those concerning vital statistics: birth,
marriage, death, and a few censuses and church inventories, but these are
far from complete. However, by diligent search into the extant records the
authors have put together a convincing picture of the close network of relationships that existed among families of carpenters and image-makers in
Santa Fe prior to 1860. Further, they have suggested possible new identifications of the artists responsible for existing bodies of work, thereby beginning to solve questions which have concerned scholars for many years,
questions that remain unsolved due to the paucity of documentary evidence.
For example, quite a mythology concerning the origins of the santero (santo
artist) Jose Aragon has arisen over the years, and no family connection between him and fellow artist Jose Rafael Aragon had ever been uncovered
despite the similarities in their work. The authors have found that, in fact,
Jose Rafael Aragon had a brother named simply Jose Aragon who was most
likely the artist of that name.
The authors are on less sure ground when it comes to attributing specific
bodies of work to particular artists. The Aragons conveniently signed some of
their pieces, but other artists stylistically related to them did not. The authors
assign, by a single but persuasive documentary link, the work of the artist
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known as the Santo Nino Santero to the escultor (sculptor) Jose Manuel
Benavides. Less convincing is their assignment of a related style to Jose
Anastacio Casados. Casados appears in the records as an escultor and as the
brother-in-law of Jose Aragon, but there is no direct evidence that he is responsible for the particular body of work they assign to him. Clearly, as the
authors also acknowledge, more research is necessary. Given the fruitful results they have achieved so far, it will not be surprising if they soon find more
missing links to identify the work of Casados and other santeros of the period.
With the density and complexity of documentary data presented here,
this book is geared toward the scholar and aficionado of the art of the santero,
rather than the general public. The publishers are to be congratulated for
publishing such a scholarly work, with obviously so limited an audience.
While the book is focused on the work of a small group of carpenters and
santeros, implicit in it are larger issues concerning the fabric of life in Santa
Fe. Using the methods so ably employed by Esquibel and Carrillo, a much
fuller picture than we currently have could be drawn of the cultural and
socio-economic history of early-nineteenth-century New Mexico.
William Wroth
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Native American Picture Books ofChange: The Art ofHistoric Children's Editions. By Rebecca C. Benes. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2004xvi + 176 pp. 106 color plates, 44 halftones, appendixes, notes, bibliography,
index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-89013-471-5.)
Today many Native American tribes are producing Native-language or
bilingual books as part of comprehensive curriculum programs; national
publishing houses and university presses put out a wide range of booksincluding children's books- by Native American authors and illustrators.
While the bilingual books are aimed specifically at a Native American audience, the trade books are marketed to the general public and enjoy notable
success. What few readers (and perhaps also publishers) realize is that there
is a historical precedent for children's books written and illustrated by Native Americans. Denver art gallery owner Rebecca C. Benes learned of this
legacy and, after years of research, has assembled Native American Picture
Books of Change, which brings these mostly out-of-print books to a wide
audience in a full-color, coffee-table format.
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The picture books, written for children of elementary school ages, showcase the cultures of the Southwest and Plains with charming texts and illustrations. Published in the 1920s-1940s, the books represented an attitude
among educators and administrators that was in tune with the new national
attitude that Indian art and culture were valuable and worth preserving and
promoting. With a school full of aspiring young Native American artists in
Santa Fe, writers and publishers found willing, inexpensive illustrators.
Texts-mostly written by Anglo educators, many women-presented creative and culturally sensitive versions offolktales and myths, as well as simple
fictions based on the real-life experiences of children in the culture.
While the books' content and collaborative method of production represented a radical departure from previous Indian literature, the change was
not lasting. As the author writes of the Indian Life Reader series featured in
her book, there was a "brief window of time between the flawed assimilation policy of the past and the harsh termination era to come" (p. 137) in
which these authors, artists, and linguists came together to produce a beautiful body of children's literature. Most of the books were allowed to go out
of print and the genre as a whole was largely forgotten until now.
Margaret Dubin
University of California, Berkeley

Chiefs and Generals: Nine Men Who Shaped the American West. Edited by
Richard W. Etulain and Glenda Riley. Notable Westerners Series, no. 5.
(Golden, Colo.: Fulcrum Publishing, 2004. xi + 241 pp. Halftones, maps,

index. $17.95 paper, ISBN 1-55591-462-4.)
Morning Star Dawn: The Powder River Expedition and the Northern Cheyennes, 1876. By Jerome A. Greene. Campaigns and Commanders Series, no.
2. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2003. xvi + 228 pp. Halftones,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-3548-4.)
These two books address people, policies, and events in western America
in the decades after the Civil War. While their subject matter overlaps, the
two works have decidedly different formats and purposes. Chiefs and Generals features biographical essays by nine separate contributors, while Morning Star Dawn narrates a single military campaign by one author. Sharing a

focus on American-Indian relations and some of the military campaigns
that resulted, they are part of a continuing outpouring of scholarship de-
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voted to the Indian wars of the late nineteenth century. As such they demonstrate the reading public's continuing fascination with biography and
warfare and might be seen as a sort of literary competition for the offerings
shown on the History Channel. At the same time, these narratives illustrate the repeated mistakes and failures of people on all sides to develop
solutions other than warfare to the problems posed by western ethnic and
race relations.
In Chiefs and Generals, editors Etulain and Riley offer nine essays, four
on Indian leaders, and five on army officers who opposed them, grouped
into three distinct sets. In the first two chapters Red Cloud and Victorio
stand alone. Next come two pairs: Nez Perce leader ChiefJoseph and Gen.
Oliver Otis Howard, who led the army pursuit of him, and the Apache leader
Geronimo and Gen. George Crook. The last group includes chapters on
George Armstrong Custer, Ranald Mackenzie, and Nelson A. Miles as individual entries. The essays on these individuals provide windows into the
repeated post-1865 military conflicts that swept across the West and help
readers recognize the variety of issues and individuals in the western story.
In doing so, they demonstrate the sirnilarities and differences in the experiences of these important individual leaders.
For reasons of length only a few of the nine essays can be noticed here.
In his thoughtful chapter on the Lakota leader Red Cloud, Robert Larson
presents the chief as accomplished and respected. His renown as a warrior
against tribal enemies helped him to succeed in forcing the army to close its
forts along the Powder River Trail. Later he came to recognize that, unlike
tribal enemies, the u.s. could not be driven from the Northern Plains, so
he turned to negotiations and became one of the leading treaty chiefs.
Larson shows how that stance undercut Red Cloud's authority and influence among the Lakota and encouraged opponents of reservation living
to follow other band chiefs.
In his essay on Ranald Mackenzie, Durwood Ball focuses on an army
leader who is somewhat less well known to western readers than some of the
others included in this book. After graduating at the top of his West Point
class in 1862, Mackenzie entered the Civil War. He proved his bravery repeatedly; he was wounded six times in that conflict. His western service
included active campaigning on the Southern Plains against the Comanche,
Kiowa, Kickapoo, and Cheyenne. In each instance, as a commander, he
led troops in their pursuit of Indians despite fatigue and hardship. Yet, he
demonstrated an honest effort to protect defeated enemies from further abuse.
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This collection of biographical chapters is well written and interesting.
Because it is aimed primarily at non-academic readers, the authors and editors have not included any annotations. Instead, in the section devoted to
sources and further readings, each of the contributors has a concise discussion of the most relevant materials. Given the format of the book and its
expected audience, this is reasonable and effective.
The second book, Jerome A. Green's Morning Star Dawn, shares the
focus on western military history but is a detailed scholarly monograph written with a scholarly audience in mind. Green focuses on the autumn, 1876,
Powder River campaign against the Northern Cheyenne led by Chief Dull
Knife (Morning Star) as a part of the Great Sioux War that followed the
Battle of the Little Big Horn. The author places this expedition solidly in
the context of American national expansion and the growing hostilities between the u.S. Army and the western tribes. Green claims that the actual
battle site was "the scene of one of the most significant encounters of the
Great Sioux War" and "one of the most important in the annals of all western army-Indian conflicts" (p. xiii).
The narrative points to the 9 September 1876 Battle at Slim Buttes as
the first American victory against the Indians and as a turning point in
military actions on the Northern Plains. Green demonstrates persuasively
that, after that victory, Gen. Philip Sheridan set his plan to end the conflict by undermining the alliance between Cheyenne and Lakota groups
and then driving them onto the reservations. The Powder River Expedition proved central to that effort and culminated in the successful 25 November 1876 attack on Morning Star's village at Red Fork. The author
analyzes this battle in detail, provides an excellent map to guide the readers through the action, and presents the results graphically. The last two
chapters follow the Cheyenne as they moved onto reservations and then
briefly trace the careers of leading participants such as George Crook,
Nelson Miles, and Ranald Mackenzie.
These two books represent nearly opposite poles in contemporary scholarship about the West. The nine biographical essays in Etulain and Riley's
book offer general readers brief glimpses at some of the same individuals
Green discusses in a slightly more readable format. However, they take the
opposite approach. They offer a broad rather than narrow picture of western conflicts. Green's book is a thoroughly researched and highly documented monograph that presents the author's findings in a detailed
recounting of the campaign events. Based on a wide range of well-chosen
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sources, it accomplishes his goal to narrate the campaign. Green, however,
does not return directly to his earlier assertion about the significance of the
destruction of Dull Knife's village, as suggested by comments in the introduction. Both books can serve their audiences well, although they are likely
to attract different groups of readers.
Roger L. Nichols
University ofArizona

Finding Sand Creek: History, Archaeology, and the 1864 Massacre Site. By
Jerome A. Greene and Douglas D. Scott. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 2004. xxi + 241 pp. 34 halftones, 6 line drawings, 5 maps, appendixes,
notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-3623-5.)
In November 1864, one of the most heinous crimes in U.S. history was
committed against a peaceful Southern Cheyenne and Arapaho village in
what is now southeastern Colorado. Known as the Sand Creek Massacre,
this disturbing event represents U.S.-Native American relations attheir worst.
Within a matter of hours, soldiers murdered at least 150 innocent Native
men, women, and children. Local military and government officials had
promised peace to Black Kettle, a Cheyenne leader, yet delivered a bloodbath. For decades historians and' others have been searching for the precise
location of Black Kettle's village. In this work, Jerome A. Greene and Douglas D. Scott present compelling evidence that pinpoints the location of the
massacre site.
In 1998 Congress passed the Sand Creek Massacre National Historic
Site Study Act, which authorized the National Park Service-with assistance from descendants of massacre victims and others-to determine the
location of the massacre. The search for the site was both academic and
spiritual. After months of perusing maps, interviewing Native spiritualleaders, and reviewing historical documentation, the Sand Creek Massacre
Project team accomplished its mission in May 1999. According to the foreword, in a relatively small area within the South Bend, the team "pulled out
of the soil the shattered plates, utensils, hide scrapers, awls, and personal
items that once belonged to the Cheyennes and Arapahos who were camped
at Sand Creek, along with fragments of the weapons used to attack and kill
them" (p. xvii). Greene and Scott expected such durable goods to survive in
the archeological record, while other perishable items, including flour, sugar,
and dresses, generally did not.
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The authors should be commended for their efforts, not only for locating the massacre site, but also for their willingness to write a book about the
experience. While they readily admit that their methods were not wholly
innovative or new, they aptly demonstrate the success of their approach.
What is perhaps most exciting about the study was the ability of the authors
and other team members to link material items located at the site to annuity
requests and military supply lists from the period. Above all else, these connections offer the most convincing and tangible proof of their discoveries
and assertions.
This work has other virtues. It includes a solid chapter detailing the events
that led to the Sand Creek Massacre, along with a discussion of its aftermath
and repercussions. Helpful photographs, maps, and tables dot the text. Toward the end of the book are five appendices containing such things as Cheyenne and Arapaho annuity requests, a list of arms and ammunition used by
the Colorado Volunteer Cavalry, and lists of abandoned goods found in Native American encampments in other locations. All in all, Finding Sand Creek
is an excellent account of the rediscovery of the Sand Creek Massacre site.
Joel R. Hyer
Chadron State College

Juan de Ovando: Governing the Spanish Empire in the Reign ofPhilip II. By
Stafford Poole. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2004. x + 293 pp.
Notes, bibliography, index. $37.94 cloth, ISBN 0-8-61-3592-1.)
To many historians ofsixteenth-century Spanish America, the name Juan
de Ovando is familiar enough. We are aware of him as the reforming president of the Council of the Indies in the change-filled years of don Martin
Enriquez in New Spain and don Francisco de Toledo in Peru, two activist
viceroys in the 1570s; we read letters addressed to him by high officials in
the Indies; we are grateful for the Relaciones Geograficas of which he was
the principal instigator. But in truth, most of us do not know him so much
as know of him. He looms in the bureaucratic background in Madrid, undoubtedly influential, but not in the forefront of our Indies-directed research.
The reason for that slightness of acquaintance is that, although Ovando
often appears in works on other people and topics of his time, no study has
been focused solely on him. Stafford Poole has filled that gap with this fine
piece of research and writing.
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The author lays out Ovando's life from his birth in Caceres, ca. 1515, to
his death in Madrid in 1575. As would be expected, less can be known
about his personal affairs than of his public career in church and civil
government. He was, in turn, provisor (agent) in Seville of the absent archbishop, reformer of the University of Alcala de Henares, member of the
Council of the Inquisition, visitador (inspector) of the Council of the
Indies, then president of the same Council, and finally, in his last year of
life, president of the Council of Finance (Hacienda). As Poole lays out
Ovando's life work, the author also shows the administrative and bureaucratic context in which he worked, together with the issues, many of them
great, which he came to face and for which he often suggested solutions.
One major issue, for example, was the dire financial state of the monarchy in the 1570s. The weaknesses of the conciliar form of government that
the Spanish state used at the time (and long afterwards) are made plain.
Ovando saw some of the defects and looked for remedies. His successful
scheme to gather information about America through the Relaciones

Geograficas, for example, was designed to rectify the deep ignorance he
perceived among the Councilors of the Indies, who held supreme authority over colonial government.
Poole makes much of Ovando's status as a letrado (one of the many
university-educated officials of non-noble origins, mostly lawyers and
priests, who in growing numbers staffed Spanish government from the
time of the Catholic Monarchs onward). The introductory chapter is entitled "The Spain of the Letrados"; this new governing class is discussed
repeatedly throughout the book. Although constituting a meritocracy,
letrados were as likely to form cliques and to create patron-client networks
as any other group.
Poole's study reveals, therefore, not only Ovando but Spanish government under Philip II in general. The book is the product of broad primary
and secondary research and is altogether a most revealing, readable, and
agreeable work.
Peter Bakewell
Southern Methodist University
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The Texas Rangers and the Mexican Revolution: The Bloodiest Decade, 19101920. By Charles H. Harris III and Louis R. Sadler. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 200+ xiv + 671 pp. Halftones, maps, appendix, notes,
bibliography, index. $37.50 cloth,

'SBN 0-8263-3483-0.)

Charles H. Harris III and Louis R. Sadler are emeritus history professors
at New Mexico State University, Las Cruces. Since the 1970S, they have
published extensively on the U.S.-Mexico border, and their latest work reflects the years of research and publication that they have done on the subject. The authors see the 1910-1920 period as the most important in Ranger
history, but one that has not received the historical attention it deserves.
Harris and Sadler organize the work chronologically around the administrations of the three governors who held office during this period: Oscar
B. Colquitt (1911-1915),James E. Ferguson (1915-1917), and William P. Hobby
(1917-1921). This organization reflects the highly-political nature of the
Ranger force. The Texas Rangers were effectively the personal police force
of the governors, who micromanaged Ranger activities from appointments
to deployment of individual Rangers. While the Rangers were a state police
force, they also had a major responsibility to protect the border.
When Oscar Colquitt took office in 1911, the Rangers were a shrinking
force that many thought ought to be abolished completely. In February 1911
the entire Ranger force consisted of two companies with a total of thirteen
men. The Mexican Revolution, which had started in late 1910, however,
gave new life to the Rangers and would eventually lead to the greatest expansion in Ranger history. Most of the revolutionary activity was concentrated in northern Mexico, causing major security concerns along the Rio
Grande. Colquitt needed to expand the Rangers, but the ever-parsimonious
state legislature was reluctant to provide funding. The governor convinced
the federal government to finance an expansion of the Rangers on the
grounds that the Rangers were defending the border and actually enforcing
federal laws. The federal money soon ran out, and a lack of financing would
be a constant theme in Ranger activities.
The administration of Gov. James Ferguson (1915-1917) witnessed a much
greater threat to border security with the launching of the Plan of San Diego, which called for Hispanics in South Texas to wage a race war against
Anglos and to retake the territory Mexico lost to the United States in 1848.
While there has been a lengthy historical debate over the authorship and
actual goals of the Plan, the authors conclude that it was a calculated program of raiding sponsored by Venustiano Carranza, a prominent revolu-
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tionary who would eventually become president of Mexico. The Plan led to
a race war, but it was the Hispanics rather than the Anglos who suffered; law
enforcement officials, including the Rangers, summarily executed an estimated three hundred Hispanics.
U.S. entry into World War I in April 1917 led to the greatest expansion in
the history of the Rangers. The state legislature authorized that the Rangers
be increased to one thousand men. Most of the expansion, however, did not
involve regular Rangers but rather "Special Rangers" and "Loyalty Rang~
ers." These last two categories of Rangers had the same warrant of authority
as the regular Rangers but did not receive any compensation from the state
and were used for more limited purposes. The authors argue that the most
important achievement of the Loyalty Rangers was to help get William
Hobby elected to the governorship in his own right after taking over from
Ferguson who had been impeached and removed. Once World War I was
over, the Loyalty Rangers disappeared, and the regular Rangers experienced
a substantial reduction in force.
The authors conclude that the Ranger force in the 1910-1920 era was
"under-strength, underpaid~ and living on its reputation" (p. 502) based on
extensive research in a variety of state, federal, and foreign archives. Harris
and Sadler have compiled dossiers on the 1,785 individuals who held a Ranger
commission between 1910 and 1921 and summations of these dossiers are
included in an appendix. The work is also extensively illustrated with fortyeight photographs and four maps. The Texas Rangers and the Mexican Revolution represents an important addition to the scholarship on the history of
Texas, Mexico, and the Borderlands.
Don M. Coerver
Texas Christian University

The Colorado Plateau: Cultural, Biological, and Physical Research. Edited by
Charles van Riper III and Kenneth L. Cole. Reba Rutz Beidleman Southwestern Natural History Memorial Collection. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 200+ xiii + 279 pp. Halftones, maps, graphs, tables, bibliography,
index. $32-50 cloth,

ISBN

0-8165-24°8-4,)

This book is the sixth in a series on research and ecosystem management
on the Colorado Plateau, encompassing significant portions of New Mexico,
Arizona, Utah, and Colorado. Somewhat artificially divided into three sec-
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tions (cultural, biological, and physical), the book is a collection of twentythree articles, authored by forty-eight researchers who presented their findings at the Sixth Biennial Conference of Research on the Colorado Plateau.
Rather than focus on a theme, the conference provided a forum for reporting
baseline inventories of the resources of this unique ecosystem. The articles
begin splendidly with a survey of archeology research by David Wilcox in
which he describes six phases of historical research and how the palimpsest of
information and the study of settlements, rather than artifacts, has resulted in
a modern challenge to earlier environmental paradigms.
The biological section has most of the articles, and the best ones document the' incredible biodiversity of the Plateau. The effects of fire on
cryptobiotic soil crusts are surprising: mechanical reseeding had a far more
detrimental impact than the fire itself. A reservoir on the Dolores River
caused a 95 percent increase in bare beach and a corresponding increase in
willows. Grazing on the Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument
caused fewer plant species, more shrub cover, and less developed cryptobiotic
crusts. Bald eagles along tributaries of the Colorado River responded to the
success of spawning trout in Nankoweap Creek. The last section on physical research uses streamflow records from the past one hundred years and
tree-ring data from the last one thousand years to characterize past climatic
trends and cycles, but needs better graphics to make the important point
about drought as a recurring feature, without human impacts.
The compendium gives us an understanding of the type and quality of
the research carried out by the Southwest Biological Science Center of the
U.S. Geological Survey. The breadth of research subjects is impressive, while
the quality and usefulness of individual projects varies considerably. Of particular interest are human impacts on this fragile ecosystem and interpretations of ecosystem health since John Wesley Powell made his remarkable
baseline survey in the 1880s. His recommendations to manage this waterlimited landscape according to watershed boundaries rather than arbitrary
political and Jeffersonian straight-line surveys were ignored, as were his cautions about how much development the finite water resources and erodible
soils would support. One article presents a useful method for identifying
indicators of ecosystem health and could be used to compare present conditions with those described by Powell. However, there are few conclusions
about how the present state of the ecosystem compares to either those found
by Powell or those that might be considered to be healthy.
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An article on the impacts of backcountry camping use is an example of a
disappointing approach to evaluating Grand Canyon-Parashant, Vermillion
Cliffs, and Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monuments. With no graph
of the results, interpreting the severity of impacts is difficult. More troubling is the method for determining impacts, called "rapid assessment." With
a time constraint of 5-10 minutes per site, and a criterion of "impact" or "no
impact," it is difficult to conclude that such a baseline survey will have any
value in determining upward or downward future trends. A more time-intensive method might take another 10 minutes and could at least include a
percent vegetation cover transect, probably the most critical issue in this
arid environment, where riparian and campsite health is largely dependent
on maintaining a reasonable vegetation cover. Vegetative cover transects
can be done quickly and give managers a useful indication of trends over
time. The issue of carrying capacity is never addressed, except to say that
future research is needed to establish limits.
In fact, none of the studies seriously addresses carrying capacity. Putting
a numerical limit on the campers in an ecologically sensitive area is admittedly difficult, both politically and technically, but some preliminary conclusions on the impacts of humans would be a useful start. Should we be
worried enough to continue to fund this research, or even increase the budget? My subjective opinion is that we should. Baseline information can rate
the present health of an ecosystem with rapid assessment techniques, giving
us an indication of where we are, even if trends are not yet apparent. A
synthesis chapter by the editors on the issue of human impacts would have
been a welcome addition to this potentially useful book. Without a synthesis of the major points on ecosystem health, the book remains a series of
interesting and detailed articles on a place, but without a unifying theme.
Bill Fleming
University of New Mexico

Book Notes

Women of the New Mexico Frontier, 1846-1912. By Cheryl J. Foote. (Niwot:
University Press of Colorado, 1990; reprint, Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 2005. xxiv + 198 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index.
$19·95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-3755-4.)
Clay, Copper and Turquoise: The Museum Collection of Chaco Culture National Historical Park. (Tucson, Ariz.: Western National Parks Association,
2004- 48 pp. Color plates, bibliography. $7.95 paper, ISBN 1-58369-045-x.)
The Peopling of Bandelier: New Insights from the Archaeology of the Pajarito
Plateau. Edited by Robert P. Powers. School of American Research Popular
Southwestern Archaeology. (Santa Fe: School of American Research Press,
2005. xvi + 142 pp. 24 color plates, 104 halftones, maps, notes, bibliography,
index. $59.95 cloth,

ISBN

1-93°618-67-0, $19.95 paper,

ISBN

1-93°618-53-0.)

Language Shift among the Navajos: Identity Politics and Cultural Continuity. By Deborah House. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2005. xxvii +
122 pp. Halftones, bibliography, index. $17.95 paper, ISBN 0-8165-2220-0.)
Buzz-Cut Dune and Fremont Foraging at the Margin of Horticulture. By
David B. Madsen and Dave N. Schmitt, contributions by Christopher T.
Hall, Richard E. Hughes, Charles G. Oviatt, Matthew J. Root, and Kerry
Varley. University of Utah Anthropological Papers, no. 124. (Salt Lake City:
University of Utah Press, 2005. xi + 162 pp. Halftones, maps, tables, appendixes, bibliography. $3°.00 paper, ISBN 0-87480-812-x.)
The Custer Reader. Edited by Paul Andrew Hutton, foreword by Robert M.
Utley. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1992; reprint, Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2004. xiv + 585 pp. 61 halftones, maps, bibliographic essay, index. $24.95 paper, ISBN 0-8061-3465-8.)
Mexican Karismata: The Baroque Vocation of Francisca de los Angeles,
1674-1744. By Ellen Gunnarsd6ttir. Engendering Latin America. (Lincoln:
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University of Nebraska Press, 2004- xii + 305 pp. Halftones, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. b5.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8°32-2199-1, $29.95 paper, ISBN 0-

8°32-7 11 3-1.)

Cartographic Mexico: A History ofState Fixations and Fugitive Landscapes.
By Raymond B. Craib. Latin America Otherwise. (Durham, N.C.: Duke
University Press, 2004. xviii + 300 pp. Halftones, line drawings, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $79.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-8223-34°5-4, $22.95 paper,

ISBN

0-

8223-3416-x.)

The Time of Liberty: Popular Political Culture in Oaxaca, 1750-1850. By
Peter Guardino. Latin America Otherwise. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2005. ix + 405 pp. Maps, notes, bibliography, index. $84.95 cloth,
ISBN

0-8223-35°8-5, $23.95 paper,

ISBN

0-8223-3520-4-)

The Costa Rica Reader: History, Culture, Politics. Edited by Steven Palmer
and Ivan Molina. The Latin America Readers. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2004. xiv + 383 pp. Halftones, line drawings, table, bibliography, index. $79.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-3386-4, $22.95 paper, ISBN 0-8233-3372-4-)

News Notes

Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

The Southwest Council of Latin American Studies announces the winner of its 2006 Harvey L. Johnson Award. Dr. Richmond Douglas's article,
"The Climax of Conflicts with Native Americans in New Mexico: Spanish and Mexican Antecedents to U.S. Treaty Making during the U.S.Mexico War, 1846-1848," appeared in the winter 2005 issue of the New
Mexico Historical Review.
The Autry National Center's Institute for the Study of the American West
is now accepting applications for the 2006 Visiting Scholar Fellowships.
The competition is open to Ph.D. candidates, post-doctoral researchers,
and independent scholars. Deadline for applications is 17 April 2006. For
more information, visit the website: www.autrynationalcenteLorg/
visitin~scholaLphp.

Archives, Exhibits, and Historic (Web) Sites

The Center for Southwest Research (CSWR) announces the exhibit, "Exploring Albuquerque's History: Selections from the Archives of the Center
for Southwest Research." The exhibit includes some of the CSWR's finest
treasures relating to Albuquerque and runs through 15 May 2006. The center is located in Zimmerman Library on the campus of the University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque. For more information, visit the archive website:
http://elibrary.unm.edulcswr/.
The Museum ofInternational Folk Art announces, "Taking the High Road:
Art, Family, and Legacy in Cordova, New Mexico." The exhibit is located
in the Contemporary Gallery, Hispanic Heritage Wing, and runs through 3
October 2006. The museum is located on museum hill in Santa Fe. For
more information, visit the museum website: http://www.moifa.org/
home2.html.
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Calendar of Events
8 April 2006: Fort Selden will hold its eighteenth annual Frontier Day Celebration. The events will include military programs, living history demonstrations, preservation highlights, and a program on the Buffalo Soldiers
stationed at Fort Selden during and after the Civil War. Admission is 3 dollars, children under sixteen are free. The fort is located in Radium Springs,
New Mexico. For more information, call (505) 526-8911.

April 2006: The Historical Society of New Mexico will hold its annual conference in Albuquerque in conjunction with the city's tri-centennial anniversary. The conference will be held at the Old Town Sheraton
Hotel. For more information, visit the website: www.hsnm.org.

20-22

3 June 2006: The 2006 Pikes Peak Regional History Symposium will examine
the life of soldier and explorer Zebulon Montgomery Pike in recognition of
his 1806 travels through the region. The symposium will be held in Colorado
Springs, Colorado. For more information, contact Chris Nicholl, Symposium co-Chair, Pikes Peak Library District, P.O. Box 1579, Colorado Springs,
CO 80901, email: cnicholl@ppld.org, or visit the website: http://ppld.org.
30 June 2006: Deadline for proposals to the sixteenth annual Navajo Studies
Conference. The conference is held to promote Navajo studies including
the study of the Navajo language, culture, history, and all aspects of Navajo
life. All ideas and research topics are welcome. The conference will be held
at the University of New Mexico, 1-4 November 2006. For more information, contact Mary Alice Tsosie, Conference Coordinator, Indigenous Nations Library Program, University Libraries, MSC05 3020, 1 University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131-0001, phone (505) 277-8922, email:
dineconf@unm.edu.
1 August 2006: Deadline for proposals to the Santa Fe Trail Association 2007
Symposium, "Where the Mountain Branch Crosses the Purgatoire." The
symposium will be held 21-30 September 2007 in Trinidad, Colorado, at
Trinidad State Junior College. The symposium committee is particularly
interested in topics that reflect the people, places, and events of the Raton
Pass area and Granada-Fort Union Military Freight Route of the Santa Fe
Trail from prehistoric times to 1880. Proposals for speeches, discussions, or
panels should include a cited paper, full contact information, and any other
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supporting information. Send proposals to: Faye Gai.nes, Chair, 2007 Symposium Presentation Committee, HCR 60 Box 67, Springer, NM 87747.
For more information, call (505) 485-2473, or email: fayegaines@yahoo.com.

September 2006: Deadline for proposals to the National Council on Public History Annual Meeting, "Many Histories, Many Publics-Common
Ground?" The conference will be held 12-15 April 2007 in Santa Fe, New
Mexico. Session proposals must include a cover page indicating the type of
panel (panel, roundtable, poster, workshop, etc.), an overview of the presentation, a list of panel participants including moderator and presenters, a
description of each presentation within the panel, and a one-page resume
for each panelist including full contact information. Individual proposal
submissions should adhere to the above requirements. Send proposals to:
NCPH 2007 Program Chair, 327 Cavanaugh Hall-IUPUI, 425 University
Boulevard, Indianapolis, IN 46202. For more information, call (317) 2742716, or email: ncph@iupui.edu.
1

